The Girls Go Blue

Gabriela92:

Now's the time, girls... hee, hee.

blonde_genius: lol
blonde_genius: sweet joy of blueness
Gabriela92: Go blue or go home; LOL

kelli-: blue is soooo pretty on everyone
kelli-: he left quickly.. Draz
Gabriela92: hell, we just scared the shit out

of "mypleasure"

blonde_genius: slips out of my comfy jeans and top
D r a z: hahaha
kelli-: slips out of my .. wait... it's all I have on

and into a tight dress and stillettos

blonde_genius: slowly drags bright red glossy lipstick over my pursed lips
kelli-: ut oh... NOT the bright red glossy lipstick over the pursed lips!!!!!
Gabriela92: white knit miniskirt.... black knit sleeveless turtleneck.... pearls.....

black patent

leather strappy 3" heels...
blonde_genius:

lol

blonde_genius: mmmmmm nice Gabri
Gabriela92: blue time, Scarlett....
blonde_genius: I am sporting a blue one
Gabriela92: mmm,nice, BG
D kelli-: skin tight black painted
kelli-: clasps
scarlett2angel: sits at the bar
Gabriela92: yeah, you don't want
blonde_genius:

shoulder sheath dress extra tight

on "yago" shorts and sports bra.. two claps open
two claps; LOL

whew...claps is not good for a working girl

kelli-: not on this ass thank you
D r a z: smiles as i watch the girls
scarlett2angel: sips my drink and winks
kelli-: sits next to scarlett
blonde_genius: sips my wine

stemware

at Draz

finishing the last little puddle in the heart of the bottom of the

kelli-: folds hands calmly
D r a z: another blonde ?
Gabriela92: stands in the single spotlight on
blonde_genius: yes, please...
Gabriela92: swaying slowly to the beat....

the stage, surrounded by darkness.....

blonde_genius: oooooooooh my Gabri
Gabriela92: slowly turning....
D r a z: pulls down the bottle of Deep

Fork Red from Spark's Vineyard in Oklahoma thats
been allowed to breathe for 45 mins at room temperature and pours a large glass
...sliding it across on a LAB coaster to blonde *winks
Gabriela92: should be on... mic is still on, I think.
again
Gabriela92: you don't accidentally have the room muted?
kelli-: jumps up and dances
Gabriela92: rolling my hips in the harsh light, turning slowly....
blonde_genius:

the walls

goes to the control panel and hits the blue button for the wash lights against

kelli-: mirror ball???
blonde_genius: claps yes mirror ball
scarlett2angel: jumps onto the bar crosses

hands up .. dancing around
kelli-: snake like moves

my legs and watchs the room turn into a disco

kelli-:

blonde_genius: rocks hip to hip on my crystal studded
D r a z: smiles watchng the shaking hips an d butts

stilleto heels

kelli-: dances down to Draz
Gabriela92: two-steps...
Gabriela92: Hi Eddy
kelli-: hands on hips..

plant feet .. shakin my ass

the men have no kahunas
blonde_genius: lol
blonde_genius:

D r a z: looks up at the lithe
kelli-: no kidding blonde
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

body in front of me

fingers pointing down.. hands on my rump.....
or cajones; LOL

blonde_genius:
blonde_genius:
blonde_genius:

shake it Gabri
I like the hawaiian spelling
lol

D r a z: smiles watching the shaking butts and tushes
Gabriela92: slips the back hem of my skirt up a little...
scarlett2angel:
kelli-: tugging the yago shorts up tighter and rolling the
Gabriela92: revealing
kelli-: g'bi boxer

top twice
the line where my legs meet my butt....

D r a z: smileswatching
kelli-: shakin my botay
kelli-:

the reveals

facing down the bar toward Gab

Gabriela92: lifts a little further.... showing the bottom
D r a z: smiles watching the edge of the shorts
kelli-: dancing down the bar

edge of lacy white boyshorts....

Gabriela92: it'll be the same for us, anyway.
scarlett2angel: dances around my bed with myself
scarlett2angel: wiggles

my ass and bounces up and down on my bed

kelli-: dances behind Gab
Gabriela92: swings my hips at Kelli....
kelli-: hands lightly up the back of her
Gabriela92: oooh....
kelli-: slowly move

legs

up
stands with feet shoulder width apart... alternately flexing my knees under
Kelli's touch....
kelli-: finger move around your waist
kelli-: slip down the sides of your legs
kelli-: around your knees
kelli-: and up the inside of your thighs
scarlett2angel: welcome back One
kelli-: over the front of your skirt
Gabriela92: turns the bottom edge of the black knit tops under and inside itself several
inches, revealing my bare waistline....
kelli-: hands over your tummie
Gabriela92: slithers in Kelli's hands...
kelli-: hips moving with yours to the beat
D r a z: watches the girls dance it out
kelli-: up to the bottom of your bra
Gabriela92: takes a deep breath...
scarlett2angel: smiles at Draz as he tries to be good
Gabriela92: spins and slides my hands down Kelli's arms....
kelli-: fingers circle your body
scarlett2angel: hello Tiger Dragon Sir
kelli-: smiles at you
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: evening scarlett
Gabriela92: Hey, Tiger
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: hey again Gabriela
scarlett2angel: come in and enjoy our two sexy dancers
Gabriela92:

rawrrrrr tiger
tugs the bottom of your top
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * snickers at kelli *
Gabriela92: pushes my white knit miniskirt down a little, until a little bit of my boyshort's
waistband shows....
Gabriela92: swivels my hips as I slowly turn in a circle....
kelli-: hands slowly move down your body as we dance
D r a z: taps out the beat of the tune on the bar watching the girls
kelli-: hands move around you
Gabriela92: bends away from the audience and quickly flips up the back of the skirt.... then
lets it fall back down....
D r a z: smiles at gabri's tease
kelli-: whipsers to gab
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * quietly leans against the wall staying out of the way *
Gabriela92: claps my hands overhead...
scarlett2angel: we do have seats Sir
kelli-: hands move up your ribs
scarlett2angel: You don't have to stand
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: yeah I rather stand for the time being
Gabriela92: looks sultrily back over my bare shoulder at Kelli....
Gabriela92: gives her a pucker face....
scarlett2angel: suit Yourself
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: I'll sit eventually
Gabriela92: bouncing my hips left and right as I step to the beat in place....
D r a z: jugggles wine botttles as i refill the shelves .watching the girls dance
kelli-: smiles and pulls the black knit sleeveless turtleneck up over your head in one
motion
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: think I might need to sew My eyes shut
scarlett2angel: leans back lets my right foot swing up and back with the music and wiggles
my toes
Gabriela92: runs my fingers down my chest, over the curves of my bra cups....
Gabriela92: down my tummy.....
Gabriela92: down the front of my skirt...
Gabriela92: down the inside of my thighs...
kelli-: dancing down the bar with Gabs top
scarlett2angel: dont do that Tiger you wont beable to see us dance then
kelli-: tossing it at Draz
Gabriela92: across the front...
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * shaking My head remembering this song *
D r a z: catches and puts behind the bar
Gabriela92: slides hands up the back of my legs....
kelli-: dancing back up the bar to Gab
scarlett2angel: claps my hands to the beat...smiles at kelli and Gabriela as they heat the bar
up
Gabriela92: under the skirt, pulling it up as my hands glide over my buns... showing the lacy
white boyshorts underneath....
kelli-: beating out the rhythm with my feet
Gabriela92: grasps the sides of the skirt hem...
Gabriela92: moves hands in a small choo-choo motion with the skirt....
Gabriela92: turning slowly....
kelli-: hand on my face.. faking a surprised look
Gabriela92: faces Tiger and Play...
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * quietly leaps into the rafters *
scarlett2angel: chicken
Gabriela92: lifts the front of the skirt, flashing the panties and doing a little "can-can"
movement with the edge....
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: nope not chicken
kelli-:
kelli-:

playwrite100: oh my gabriela, beautiful
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: just trying to
Gabriela92:

knee....

be respectufull and not go perverted
stands with one leg straight.... the other slightly flexed... bouncing my bent

scarlett2angel: wets

my lips and blows a kiss across the room at Gabriela

playwrite100: follows gabriela moves
Gabriela92: catches the kiss right on my sternum.... rubs it in slowly....
kelli-: moves down to Draz and sits on the bar watching Gab

mmmmmm

tugs the top edge of the bra cups down a little, almost to the point of showing
different colored flesh....
D r a z: looks up at kelli
playwrite100: admiring gabriela's breasts
kelli-: letting Gab blow them away
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: Draz looks like the three of them may end up in a full on orgy
before its over with
Gabriela92: all yours draz
Gabriela92: swivels my bent leg to the opening guitar riffs....
D r a z: ty gabri for your tunes hugssssssssss
playwrite100: applauds gabriela
scarlett2angel: thank You Gabriela i loved Your tunes
Gabriela92: taps my toes....
playwrite100: sways on the stool to the beat
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: nothing like some good ole ACDC
Gabriela92: bounces one hip around in an angled oval.....
Gabriela92: reaches back and unzips the skirt....
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * quietly taps My foot to the music while sitting in the rafters *
Gabriela92: lets it fall to my ankles.....
playwrite100: mmmmm watches the drop
Gabriela92: jumps straight up, landing with my feet apart...
Gabriela92: throws my head and hair left and right....
ONE BIG GUY: ok did I miss anything
Gabriela92: lifts the hair up off my shoulder as I run my fingers through it....
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * readjusts to keep things from looking akward in certain areas *
Gabriela92: bends at the waist, wiggling a little "tush" for the watchers....
ONE BIG GUY: night all I know another short visit
playwrite100: smiles watching gabriela dance
playwrite100: good night big
scarlett2angel: looks up gasps at what i just saw and slips into a recliner in a dark part of
the room
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: ok looks like someone is or has turned a nice shade of red
Gabriela92: bounces butt cheeks a little as I raise myself on my toes and drop to my heels
rapidly....
playwrite100: leans back looking up at gabriela
Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly up and down the sides of my torso, from hips to ribs....
Gabriela92: turning slowly around on my feet....
scarlett2angel: did we loose kelli?
Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the top of the panties....
kelli-: slips down off the bar
Gabriela92: pushes them down the hips a little...
playwrite100: eyes glued on gabriela
playwrite100: glances at kelli
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * gets into the darkest parts of the rafters and keeps to Myself
and watches the room from there *
Gabriela92: shifting my backside left and right to the beat.... with my back to the
audience....
Gabriela92: struts down the length of the stage to the new song....
kelli-: walks to a seat by myself
Gabriela92:

Gabriela92: exaggeratedly tossing
playwrite100: go strut gabriela, weee

my hips...

points my rump to the audience....
shifts it left and right to the beat...
kelli-: yes play I'm fine
kelli-: watching
playwrite100: smiles at kelli
playwrite100: turns back watching gabriela
Gabriela92: pushes the waistband down a little furhter in back, until a little of my butt crack
shows...
kelli-: staring at Gab
Gabriela92: wiggles my butt..
playwrite100: swallows
Gabriela92: slowly turns...
Gabriela92: facing the audience... pushes the front of the panties lower...
playwrite100: stares at gabriela
Gabriela92: until they are right at the point of risking exposure....
kelli-: licks lips
Gabriela92: hooks my fingers under the bottom edge of the panties on the front of my
pelvis....
playwrite100: staring at her panties
Gabriela92: slides hands slowly around from the front to the sides of my hips...tugging
upwards....
playwrite100: studies gabriela's sexy curves
Gabriela92: around to the back, pulling the bottom of the boyshorts up until for all intents
and purposes, they are a thong....
playwrite100: mmmm sweet cheeks gabriela, gorgeous
Gabriela92: showing almost all of my buns...
Gabriela92: beckons Kelli over with a crooked finger...
Gabriela92: swivels hips as I slowly turn in a circle under the bright spotlight....
kelli-: moves up to the bar
playwrite100: watches the girls
playwrite100: wb tiger
Gabriela92: bend forward at the waist... putting my hands on my knees....
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: ty
kelli-: looking up at Gab
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * walks back in good stomping a mud while in pa;'s ass *
Gabriela92: takes Kelli's right hand....
kelli-: holds on
Gabriela92: lays it flat on my bare left cheek...
Gabriela92: holds her by the wrist....
kelli-: smiles and squeezes
Gabriela92: moves her hand a few inches away from my butt....
Gabriela92: brings it down hard on my backside....
kelli-: jumps up on the bar
playwrite100: watches
Gabriela92: moves her hand to the other cheek....repeats the slap....
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * shakes My head thinking this keeps up I'm going to have to find
a dark spot and jerk the hell off *
playwrite100: grins at tiger, quite hot isnt it?
kelli-: moves in rhythm to your side, leans forward and swats your butt
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: yeah and I forgot how normal it is for these two
playwrite100: girls you both look sensational together
kelli-: bad girl LOL
Gabriela92: looks into her eyes and nods, bending further over to grasp my ankles and
closes my eyes.....
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: and then you add scarlett into the mix its even worse
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

kelli-: beats out the rhythm on your cheeks
Gabriela92: wiggles my buns left and right to

the beat while receiving sharp swats from
Kelli...
kelli-: watching them jiggle to each clap of my hand
Gabriela92: she manages to hit the moving targets, though....mmmmmm
playwrite100: i missed scarlett tiger, but i can catch ur drift
playwrite100: watches the spanking
Gabriela92: moves my feet far apart....
kelli-: smiles
Gabriela92: puts my fingers and palms flat on the stage...
playwrite100: stares at gabriela
kelli-: smack smack smack smack to the beat
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: I was going to say I hope neither one of them does a split but
guess that would be asking a bit to much
Gabriela92: after one of the swats, does an aerial walkover and lands back on my feet a
little further down the stage....
playwrite100: wow gabriela
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * quietly walks over and sits in a dark corner and watches the
room from there *
Gabriela92: dances energetically....shifting my shoulders left and right....
playwrite100: watches gabriela smiling
kelli-: dancing with my feet planted
playwrite100: turns to kelli dancing
Gabriela92: nodding my head vehemently as I turn it left and right....
Gabriela92: smiles at kelli and pulls her into the spotlight...
kelli-: dancing over and around you
Gabriela92: claps to the beat as I walk in a circle around her....
kelli-: circling each other like cats
Gabriela92: shakes my hands overhead... two beats left... two beats right...
kelli-: hands over my head
kelli-: copies your steps
playwrite100: watches the girls dance in harmony
kelli-: watching your eyes over my shoulder
kelli-: leaning back
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * readjusts and sits on My hands *
Gabriela92: puts my hands on her hips....
kelli-: shakes my hips
kelli-: to the beat
Gabriela92: slips hands around to the back of her yoga shorts....
kelli-: leans forward slightly
Gabriela92: takes a handful of each cheek....
playwrite100: resits on my stool for comfort
Gabriela92: moves my hands opposing circles... clockwise on the right cheek;
counterclockwise on the left....
kelli-: plants feet and flexes my butt muscles to the rhythm
playwrite100: beautiful i whisper to myself
kelli-: hands slowly move from my knees up my inner thights
kelli-: thighs
Gabriela92: moves around in front of Kelli, facing her...
Gabriela92: puts my right foot between her feet....
Gabriela92: left foot outside her right foot...
kelli-: watch as my hand moves across the V of my legs
playwrite100: swallows
Gabriela92: scoots my feet in closer...
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: �
Gabriela92: my thighs on both sides of Kelli's right leg..
kelli-: up around my hips and straightens up .. eyes on Gabs eyes

kelli-: sways to the music
Gabriela92: front of my panties

it....

presses up against the front of her right thigh, up high on

hands move around your hips
pressing tight to you
Gabriela92: rapidly shakes myself up and down on her leg....
playwrite100: resits again
kelli-: hands slip behind you and down ..
kelli-: letting the guys imagine what I have in my hands
playwrite100: hi charger
charger1978: hi everyone
playwrite100: join and watch the dance charger
Gabriela92: dancing so close that my lacy black bra is grazing against your sports bra....
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: damn now you 2 are being creul and unusual
playwrite100: licks my lips watching
charger1978: oh i will
Gabriela92: flexes my knees a little, letting my boobs rub up and down on yours....
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * smacks My typist *
playwrite100: mmmmm ladies, delightful
Gabriela92: turns Kelli to face away from the audience....
kelli-: moving my hips moving forward and back
Gabriela92: stands behind her....
Gabriela92: reaches around in front of her.....
Gabriela92: unclasps the remaining hooks on her sports bra....
Gabriela92: slips the shoulder straps off...
kelli-: lets it hang from my shoulders and dance
playwrite100: holds my breath
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: �
Gabriela92: lets it slide down her arms and lifts it overhead to show everyone it's off...
playwrite100: mmmmmm
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: damn it to hell
kelli-: hands up .. dancing .. planting my feet and leaning forward
Gabriela92: steps aside to let everyone see Kelli's completely bare back.....
playwrite100: beautiful kelli
kelli-: hands on my hips.. leaning forward.. shakin my ass to the beat
Gabriela92: graps a LAB towel from the stack next to the stage...
Gabriela92: drapes it around Kelli's neck, letting it fall over the front of her breasts for a
degree of modesty, even while plenty shows on the sides and the bottom....
playwrite100: damn that is hot
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: nice pics by the way Gabriela
kelli-: pulls the towel under my arms and ties it in the front
Gabriela92: ty, Tiger
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: yw
Gabriela92: slides toward the back of the stage.... out of the spotlight....
Gabriela92: Draz is off to work, Country.
kelli-: dances slowly to the blues
mrcountry_1: watches gabri slide... smiles
kelli-: rocking hips
playwrite100: applauds gabriela
playwrite100: watches kelli rotate
Gabriela92: watches Kelli dance in the bright overhead spotlight...
kelli-: hands on hips .. struting to the beat
kelli-: turns
kelli-: the towel gaps in the middle
Tiger Dragon 2nd Blade VV: * taps My foot to the beat as I nod My head to the rythm *
kelli-: clapping my hands over my head
kelli-: hips rock as I strut
kelli-:
kelli-:

kelli-: moves to the edge of the
playwrite100: eyes glued on kelli

bar

kelli-: plants feet .. hands on hips.. thrusting
playwrite100: glances gabriela watching
mrcountry_1:

hips

waves to gabri at stage rear, smiles.........

Gabriela92: nods at playwrite and waves back to country...
mrcountry_1: what a pretty blue, same color as my LAB Hypnotic
kelli-: hands moving down my body
mrcountry_1: smiles sipping hypnotic
playwrite100: blows gabriela a kiss
kelli-: hips thrusting.. left left right right
kelli-: small boobs bouncing just under the
playwrite100: watches kelli thrust her hips

towel

mrcountry_1: very nice kelli, towel moves to the beat, wow
Gabriela92: nods my head to Kelli's moves on the stage.
kelli-: dancing around in a circle

has a hard time holding still in the shadows... both the music and Kelli make me
want to move....
kelli-: turns my back and shakes to the beat
Gabriela92: snapping my fingers to the music.. shuffling my feet left and right....
playwrite100: omg kelli, what a beautiful ass
playwrite100: glances at gabriela smiling
kelli-: lifting my legs high as I dance to the beat
kelli-: pulling the knot tighter
playwrite100: smiles, there goes my prayer for gravity lol
Gabriela92: tossing my head to the new Motley Crue song....
kelli-: smiles at play
playwrite100: winks back at kelli
kelli-: hands up dancing
kelli-: moving
kelli-: slowing to the song
Gabriela92: swaying to the slow part....
playwrite100: sits back and watches gracious moves
kelli-: tapping out the new beat
Gabriela92: gets energetic again....
kelli-: shimmy
kelli-: hair flying
Gabriela92: twists my whole body left and right to the beat, like a boxer....
kelli-: one leg moving to the beat.. tapping my heel on the bar
playwrite100: watches gabriela
Gabriela92: two beats left... two beats right....
kelli-: clapping my hands over my head
kelli-: moving to the edge of the bar
kelli-: hips moving
playwrite100: looking up closely at kelli
kelli-: left left right right
kelli-: towel flapping under my lil boobs
kelli-: tight yoga shorts showing crease
kelli-: hips swivel
kelli-: turning slowly
Gabriela92: walks quietly down the steps at the rear of the stage....
kelli-: ass moving
kelli-: to the beat
kelli-: leaning forward
mrcountry_1: watches gabri, so happy to just see her
playwrite100: staring at kelli
kelli-: ass.. left left right right
Gabriela92:

prancing to the new beat
eyes on the boys
kelli-: smiling
Gabriela92: turns down the hallway toward the dressing rooms...
kelli-:
kelli-:

Alert: An admin left the room: Gabriela92
kelli-: skipps in rhythm down the bar
mrcountry_1: gn kelli, thanks hon
kelli-: grabs my sports bra and skips back

up

playwrite100: mmmm kelli
kelli-: turns my back and tosses the towel
kelli-: shaking and shimmy to the music
playwrite100: watches closely
kelli-: left arm then right arm

in

kelli-: holds it together in the front as I turn
playwrite100: smiles at kelli getting decent again
kelli-: hooks the bottom clasp
kelli-:

shakes my finger as I dance back on the bar

kelli-: shakes and dances to the beat
playwrite100: gets up, gtg kelli, thank you
playwrite100:

for the gorgeous dancing

work unfortunately

Dirty Girl’s Dances
dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney to the tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
sexykay39: shake it sis.....smiles
dirtyrpgirl: dirty little girl !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.....woooohhooooooooooooo
ratherbe: watches dirty shake dat hiney
Gryphone: sits back and watches
dirtyrpgirl: winks over at gry...............
Gryphone: smiles at dirty
dirtyrpgirl: skips over to him................still

in my little jean skirt and bandana
tubetop................i start to gyrate my hips slowly as the tune starts
sexykay39: smiling watching sis.....
dirtyrpgirl: spinning around as i give you a lap dance.....................shaking my butt back to
you as i bend at my waist...rolling my hips and hiney as i look over my shoulder to you
Gryphone: groans softly
ratherbe: watches as dirty, dirty dances infront of Gry
dirtyrpgirl: flinging my hair as i roll my head in circles................my hands on my
knees........my butt dipping and lifting as you sit back
dirtyrpgirl: letting you see all of my panty clad butt................
Gryphone: lifts a wings an runs afeather down dirty's back softly
Gryphone: grins
Gryphone: nice
dirtyrpgirl: turning and looking at you as i shake my finger....................no touching.............
Gryphone: winks
ratherbe: Gry, much better off by sitting on ya hands
dirtyrpgirl: spins around on my heels..............putting my hands on your knees............lifting
my butt so the others can see it.......as i shake my soulders...letting my boobs shake in
the tubetop
sexykay39: whistles at the cute lil hiney.....
Gryphone: looks into dirty's eyes
ratherbe: nice hiney dirty

well am learning to get a sexy girl to stop dancing is to be confused in what the
hell you are lmao.....
sexykay39: thankies sissy......................smiles happily again
dirtyrpgirl: giggles and skips over to rather..................my hands back behind my head as i
lock my fingers .....and wiggle my hips as i face him...................
sexykay39: watches my sis......
Gryphone: pouts as dirty skips away
ratherbe: motor boats dirty's hiney
sexykay39: so sexy when she skips....her sexy hiney just moves just right....
Gryphone: yup agrees with kay
dirtyrpgirl: putting my right foot on rathers chair.....................in between his legs as i move
my hands to my long legs............seductively running my hands up my calves.......to my
thigh.....and lifting my skirt as i shake my hiney
sexykay39: whistles again......................mmmm sissy
ratherbe: watches dirty dance right in front of me
Gryphone: watches dirty dancing
ratherbe: looking at her sexy body as it sways to the music
dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my bare toes to his crotch..................as the front of my panties show
from under the short skirt
dirtyrpgirl: as the music stops....so do i
ratherbe: feels dirty's toes on my crotch
dirtyrpgirl: as it starts.............so do i
ratherbe: feels the pressure
dirtyrpgirl: looking at the stage behind me....................dropping my foot to the
floor...............i skip to the stage and up the side stairs
sexykay39: watching the sexiest skipper LAB has.....
Gryphone: watches her go
ratherbe: watches as dirty skips away towards the stage
dirtyrpgirl: standing at the edge of the stage...my body forming an X.my legs wide in their
stance..my arms above my head and spread out...............as i just rock my hips back and
forth...................the driving beat......makes my hips snap foward............then back
sexykay39: moves closer to the stage...getting my knees..pulling skirt down over my ass
and perks it up....and stares at my sexy sis....
Gryphone: grins as I watch the both of them
ratherbe: checks out kays cute ass just before she pulls her skirt down
dirtyrpgirl: slowly shimmies down.lowering my arms..................putting my hands on the
floor....the back of the skirt hangs from my butt.as i give the room a panty
shot......................smiling to my sis...as i sway my knees open and closed
sexykay39: mmmmm sissy.....
sexykay39: wiggles my ass to the beat....
ratherbe: wiggle wiggle baby
dirtyrpgirl: my hands roaming up my long legs and to the hem of my skirt..................my
fingers clutching the fabric.......as i lift it above my hips.all of my panty exposed
Gryphone: grins as I watch
sexykay39: whistles looking at that body......
dirtyrpgirl: undulating my hips as i hump the air
ratherbe: becomes mezmerized with dirty's lovely body
dirtyrpgirl: my nipples poke from the red bandana tubetop..............as i fall back to my left
hand..........and lay on the stage......my feet flat to the stage floor
dirtyrpgirl: rolling and lifting my hips as the music flows through me.............humping the
air as i rub my outer thighs
Gryphone: leans back as I enjoy dirty's dance moes
dirtyrpgirl: my long red fingernails tracing to my skin...rolling the skirt up even higher
sexykay39: such a lovely vision you are sissy.................smiles softly
Gryphone: agrees with kay
dirtyrpgirl: looking up to the ceiling of the stage......as my finger finds the front of my
panty...............i gently push the fabric in between my moist lips
sexykay39:

sexykay39: biting my bottom lip softly....watching my sis intently....
dirtyrpgirl: feet flat.knee's in the air...and grinding my ass up and down

to the stage

ratherbe: licks my lips
Gryphone: ruffles my feathers
dirtyrpgirl:

lifting my legs straight up as then tune changes

sexykay39: sways my hips side to side softly to the beat......
dirtyrpgirl: scissoring them back and forth as i lay on my back
sexykay39: whistles again at that long lovely toned legs........................mmmm

sissyh

sexykay39: sissy*
dirtyrpgirl: then i pull

them back..and and let my butt lift off of the stage..my long fingers
stretching to my butt over my panties
dirtyrpgirl: and rolling to left.................i end up doing the splits..............bouncing my butt
up and down on the stage as my legs strecth out in front and behind me
sexykay39: wooohoooo
Gryphone: whistles happily
dirtyrpgirl: smiles...and as i lean foward.............lifting from my legs..i bend ag my waist and
stand.................my butt jiggling as i hold my ankles
dirtyrpgirl: then.i slowly start to stand up.................and takes a bow................blowing a
kiss to my sissy..........
sexykay39: motions for her to come here....
dirtyrpgirl: flinging my hair back as i stand back up and skip back to the stairs
sexykay39: takes out some bills......
dirtyrpgirl: skipping down the stage steps and over to sisssy
ratherbe: mmmmmmm ty for the danc dirty, simply erotic
dirtyrpgirl: yw's rather............smiles
dirtyrpgirl: thankyou....smiles
dirtyrpgirl: did they do that last time you were here gry?
Gryphone: ty for the dance dirty
sexykay39: takes her into my arms...sliding a 100 on either side of her panties.....then a few
between her ample breast...kisses her lips gently running my tongue over them....thank
you sissy
sexykay39: you were wonderful.....
Gryphone: yup and a lot more too
dirtyrpgirl: smiling as we huggggggggggggggg................thank you sissy..kisses you
passionatly................feeling the bills in my panties and the front of the tubetop
Gryphone: agrees with kay you were wonderful dirty
dirtyrpgirl: thank you sis
dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwww.......thankies ,gry...........smiles

opens the curtains,stepping out wearing a white Dress shirt of Draz's, with a
black bowtie, black stockings,black lace bikini panties,garter holding the stockings tight
to my thighs.................
D r a z: woo hoo ..........smiles at dirty
Bad choice_1: damn girl wow
dirtyrpgirl:

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as i let my eyes roam over dirty and her white shirt
dirtyrpgirl: skipping to the dance floor....swaying on each pole in

steps..............

the bar as i near the stage

Draz, you have fine taste. That shirt though, looks better on
dirtyrpgirl.
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney with a little wiggle under the tails of the dress shirt as my
right foot rests on the bottom step to the stage...................
D r a z: it sure does .........its a "thomas pink" shirt ......see the little pink triangle at the v
of the tails
Bee_passionately_blue: I may be looking at another pink triangle.
dirtyrpgirl: then...........stepping up quickly to the stage i turn and face everyone......swaying
my hips left to right............letting my light blonde hair fly as my head rolls to the beat
Bee_passionately_blue:

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as i watch dirty dance uncrosses my legs then recrosses them an wiggles my toes in
my new boots with the music
dirtyrpgirl: dragging each of my barefeet to the stage as i move to the pole.................
trisha_29: wiggles and watches my babygirl!
trisha_29: woohoooo

putting both hands to the pole....just at forehead level, as i sway my
hips...................rolling my hiney................shaking my hair more aggressively
D r a z: smiles watching drty as she sways at the pole
dirtyrpgirl: the back of the dress shirt riding higher up my panty covered behind...as my
butt starts to roll more.letting my ass cheeks peek from the fabric..............
Bee_passionately_blue: sips at the water.
Bad choice_1: adjust the chair to watch her dance mmmmmm
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29: grins...work it babygirl! damn damn damn!
dirtyrpgirl: lowering my hands as they clecnch the pole........my

legs bending..........lower
and lower my backside drops.............as the panty clad ass starts to touch the
floor.bouncing it left to right
dirtyrpgirl: turnning to lean my back to the pole...................my butt rubbing the stage floor
as my knees are bent..............feet flat to the floor , rolling my head back to the
pole........my panty covered crotch visable
trisha_29: dayum ....go babygirl go!
dirtyrpgirl: humpinh and up and down

to the beat.............my hands above my head as i
push my chest out
D r a z: smiles at dirty as she seduces with herhips
trisha_29: mmmmm mmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmm
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my taught belly under the shirt...................as

i drop my hands and
unbutton all but the top two buttons of the dress shirt.....revaeling the thin, sheer white
lace bra...the black bowtie tight to the collar........
dirtyrpgirl: shimmying my hiney to the tadadaada beat.letting it slap to the floor
D r a z: etes glued to dirty to see the slow reveal
dirtyrpgirl: falling to my back now.....lifting my left leg high in the air...........strumming my
thigh as if to play air guitar.......................
sweet_rodeo_girl: tries to read my book but dirtys hips makes me keep dropping it
dirtyrpgirl: rolling over to my belly now...............my knees bent behind

me.............calves
and feet in the air........my hands at the base of the pole as i hump the floor.........the
bottom of the dress shirt high above the lace panties on my butt..............
Draz

skips over to the stage................the little jean skirt bouncing as i
do....................swaying my hips to the tune
D r a z: watches as dirty head s to the stage
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29:

grins....watches my babygirl swaying with the music

playwrite100: watches dirty move
arrmyreserve2014: swiveling my head to see everything
dirtyrpgirl: runs across the stage and dives for the

pole....................wrapping my legs

around and spins around it................
Gabriela92: turns my head toward the stage...
trisha_29:

woohoooooooo there she goes

playwrite100: watches smiling
dirtyrpgirl: holding tight with

my legs................and leans back..............stretching my body
out..................the tight white tee i have on showing the little white lace bra, my hair
hangs down.............
playwrite100: jaw drops
D r a z: smiles watchig dirty ...........hotter than hell
trisha_29: mmm mmmmmm
playwrite100: pushes draw up
Gabriela92:

mmmmmm

quietly hops down from Trisha's lap to the floor.....

arrmyreserve2014: love
Gabriela92: scampers

the lacey bra
over to the stage...
dirtyrpgirl: gives my hips a snap to the beat ...........feeling the pole rub to the front of my
panties................letting my hands slowly touch the stage floor.................
playwrite100: she is awesome i whisper to myself
trisha_29: nods...she sure
Gabriela92: hops up on an

is play

empty stool and sits on my haunches, watching Dirty dance,
swishing my tail.
dirtyrpgirl: then kicking my legs up...............i do a hand stand............my skirt falling to my
belly....................
trisha_29: woohooooooo babygirl!
playwrite100: mmmm amazing shapes
D r a z: such a sweet lithe body

Gabriela92: licks my whiskers again.
arrmyreserve2014: so smooth and sexy
trisha_29: army did you pass out after
trisha_29:

there he is...lol

that one drink?

with my legs scissoring.....i glide them behind me........and bending at my
hips...............i shake my hiney .hands flat to the floor.ass in the air
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29: work it babygirl!!!!!!!
playwrite100: damn
playwrite100: eyes glued to dirtygirl

dirtyrpgirl: looking between my long legs...winking at
arrmyreserve2014: too focused to chat trisha. lol
trisha_29: lol army.....i have one hot babygirl dont i ?
trisha_29:

my baby

winks back at my babygirl

grabbing the pole again....i stand up and rub my breasts to the cold
brass.................
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29: have a good
D r a z: latergabri

day draz hugssssssssss and kissesssssssss

D r a z: hugs and waves to dirty
playwrite100: yep she is def hotter than hell omg
arrmyreserve2014: incerdibly hot babygirl trish
trisha_29: nods
dirtyrpgirl: waves......and

pushes my butt out as i open my stance.........my breasts rubing
up and down the pole
playwrite100: adjust my sitting position
arrmyreserve2014: leaning forward to see better
Gabriela92: gives my head a rapid shake, clearing it and return to human form.....
playwrite100: smiles watching gabriela
dirtyrpgirl: arching back holding to the pole...................then spins.....and leans to the
pole...........my hair in my face.......thrusting my hips in and out............
playwrite100: you are cute as a cat and gorgeous as a human
Gabriela92: drums on the edge of the stage to the song, nodding my head to the beat and
looking up at Dirty with a smile.....
Gabriela92: ty, Play.
Gabriela92: let's hope it doesn't boot you, Trisha.
playwrite100: be safe trisha
dirtyrpgirl: swaying left to right as i slide down the pole.............my knees opening as i squat
to the floor.....my white lace panties exposed.................hands above my head and
pushing my chest out
dirtyrpgirl: aw okies baby be safe...hugsssss cya laters @!!!!!!
playwrite100: mmm exccitment growing watching dirty mmmmm
arrmyreserve2014: reaching back for another drink, not taking my eyes off dirty
playwrite100: eyes glued to dirty dancing
dirtyrpgirl: sitting on the floor.lifting my left leg and holding it straight up................
Gabriela92: then back to my seat at the bar....

kelli-: watching dg.. mmmmmmm
dirtyrpgirl: then spins..and jumps up

and skips to the back of the
stage.......................slipping in behind the curtain.................
trisha_29:

woooooooohoooooooooooooooooooooo babygirl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Gabriela92:

Dirty is dancing, Alchemic

Gabriela92: slides off my stool.... adjusts my cowboy hat on
Gabriela92: struts over to the stage and mounts the steps...
dirtyrpgirl: woho gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!
playwrite100: watches
kelli-: go Gab

my head.....

gabriela

playwrite100: turns to the stage
arrmyreserve2014: takes a nice long
Gabriela92: clicks up the steps in

drink to get ready for this
my caramel-colored cowboy boots....
dirtyrpgirl: leans back on my stool...........watching gabi
Gabriela92: white denim short shorts....
trisha_29:

reaches back behind the bar...grabs a corona...pops the top and watches

dirtyrpgirl:

putting my feet on the stool next to me

Gabriela92: black tube top.....
playwrite100: glances at dirtys legs

Gabriela92: faded denim sleeveless shirt-vest
dirtyrpgirl: tapping my feet to the beat...........looking

at kelli.and flashes her my
panties.......giggling
arrmyreserve2014: relaxing in my chair, eyes focused on gabriela
Gabriela92: swings my hips left and right to the beat....
Gabriela92: pauses for the song change.....
trisha_29:

tuuuune

dirtyrpgirl: opens my thighs quickly and
playwrite100: mmm love the view dirty

flashes play as well.............

Gabriela92: grinds the hips and backside slowly, horizontally....
kelli-: I'm over here trying to not to get into trouble .. hands folded

on my lap
what the hell...spins on the stool and opening my thighs wider..flashes all too
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
Gabriela92: first in a circle.....
playwrite100: hot view dirty
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29: i like it when
playwrite100: damn

we're up against the wall............

Gabriela92: then in a figure 8 pattern....
playwrite100: adjust my jeans
trisha_29: grins....my dirty little thanggggggg
Gabriela92:

up...
dirtyrpgirl:

begins to unbutton the faded denim vest's big brass buttons, from the bottom

giggles at trish..............grabs both my ankles and flashes you big time !!!!!!!!!!!!!

playwrite100: <<happy to sit behind trisha grins
trisha_29: squints my eyes at dirty...flicks my
arrmyreserve2014: can't wait to see more
Gabriela92: leaves it on, hanging
alchemicsoul-DJ: *chuckles*

tongue over my lips

open over the tube top....

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and spins around and watches gabi..............
dirtyrpgirl: wooooohooooooooo gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Gabriela92: runs my fingers and palms flat, up and down on my

tummy and ribs...
from the bottom of the tube top to the top of the shorts.....
slips my fingers into the back pockets of the shorts and swivels my hips,
turning my backside to the audience....
playwrite100: watches gabriela hands
Gabriela92: bends forward slowly, away from the audience....
Gabriela92: slowly sliding my hands down the back of my thighs....
playwrite100: wow
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

grabbing my knees momentarily....
sliding down the back of my calves....
Gabriela92: holding my ankles....
Gabriela92: shakes my ass a little
dirtyrpgirl: damn gabi....you go girl !!
playwrite100: amazing legs and ass wow
dirtyrpgirl: isnt it
playwrite100: nods
arrmyreserve2014: that ass is so sexy
Gabriela92: stands up, throws my head in a circle, flailing my hair around in a whipping
motion....
playwrite100: she is hot, wow
Gabriela92: tosses it over each shoulder and struts down the length of the stage, stomping
my boots...
Gabriela92: thrusts hips left and right....
Gabriela92: then rocks my pelvis forward and back, rapidly...
arrmyreserve2014: love the way you move gabriela
Gabriela92: stuffs my thumbs into my front belt loops...
Gabriela92: pushes the shorts lower in the front, until a glimpse of my red panties shows.....
dirtyrpgirl: perks and lifts on my sttol to see those hot
panties.........mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Gabriela92: grasps the lapels of the vest....
dirtyrpgirl: hiya ryan....smiles
playwrite100: eyes glued on gabriela moving
Gabriela92: tugs it up and down...
Gabriela92: rolls my torso slowly in a hula motion...
Gabriela92: runs my fingers up through my thick hair....
Gabriela92: lifting it up off my shoulders...
ryan_s: hi dirty
Gabriela92: flipping it down over my face....
ryan_s: *smiles back
Gabriela92: then throwing my head back to flip it behind me.....
Gabriela92: shakes my head to mess it up again....
Gabriela92: then smooths it back with my fingers....
Gabriela92: grasps the lapels again, this time throwing open the vest....
Gabriela92: shakes my boobs in the tight, stretchy tube top....
playwrite100: smiles watching gabriela move mmmmmmmm
dirtyrpgirl: now that is hot !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Gabriela92: slips the vest down my arms slowly...
playwrite100: just nods hearing dirty
Gabriela92: swings it in front of me in one hand... left, right... around in a circle.....
Gabriela92: left, right, around....
Gabriela92: flings it over into Play's lap....
dirtyrpgirl: my head and eyes watching every movement
dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooooooooooooo play !!!!!!!!!!!!
Gabriela92: runs my hands up my bare tummy....
playwrite100: glances at dirty winks
Gabriela92: up over the fabric of the tube top, following the contours of my swelling
breasts....
dirtyrpgirl: wnks back
arrmyreserve2014: mmmmm, so hot
playwrite100: omg that is hot gabriela
Gabriela92: crosses my arms and caresses the opposite shoulders.....
dirtyrpgirl: squirmmiing on my stool as i watch your hands to your breasts
playwrite100: glances at dirty, resits on stool
Gabriela92: slides my fingers down my upper arms.....
Gabriela92: rocking my hips to the new AC/DC song.....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

Gabriela92: then rolling my hips in a circle... slowly
dirtyrpgirl: omg tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee !!!!
dirtyrpgirl: swaying on the stool as i watch
Gabriela92: left, left.... right, right....
Gabriela92:

building up speed....

gabi

circle.....

dirtyrpgirl: looking at gabi's abs..................hard as a rock !!!!!!!!!!!!
playwrite100: eyes following all movements of gabriela
Gabriela92: turns my back... bends.....slaps both butt cheeks, hard

enough to be heard over
the music....
playwrite100: smiles, not the only thing hard i guess
dirtyrpgirl: lol play..............winks
Gabriela92: grabs the bottom hem of the shorts in the back....
kelli-: her abs and my nips
dirtyrpgirl: hearing the loud slap.......shivers
playwrite100: winks back at dirty
dirtyrpgirl: lol kelli............yours too !!??
Gabriela92: pulls them up, hard, to show the little line where legs meet tushy....
playwrite100: looks at kelli and dirty to check grins
Gabriela92: tightens and relaxes each butt cheek, alternating sides, very quickly....
kelli-: hell yeah
Gabriela92: reaches back between my legs.... drags a fingernail down the back center seam
of the shorts until it disappears to the front....
arrmyreserve2014: love that bounce
dirtyrpgirl: harder then a rock..................tadum.......
playwrite100: sighs
Gabriela92: rocks hips left and right....
Gabriela92: slowly turns back to the audience as I continue to roll my hips....
dirtyrpgirl: waves to gabi.......smiling
Gabriela92: gives a finger-wiggling wave back to Dirty....
playwrite100: smiles admiring gabrielas beautiful body moving
dirtyrpgirl: lmaoooooooooooooooo
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my head
Gabriela92: unbuttons the top of the shorts....
dirtyrpgirl: sooooooooo army?...ya think ya might cum back to our friendly sexy
room?..................smiles
arrmyreserve2014: i'll be back
arrmyreserve2014: how could I pass up so many amazing, sexy girls
playwrite100: watches gabriela
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper....
dirtyrpgirl: smiles...good...............
playwrite100: holds breath
Gabriela92: rolls my backside...
Gabriela92: being a bad girl, I push the shorts halfway down my buns...
playwrite100: oh my, you go gabriela
kelli-: watching Gab
dirtyrpgirl: hiya naughtyguy.............smiles.welcum to Lady Ann's...........smiles
kelli-: mmmm mmmmm mmm
Gabriela92: folding my arms over my head....
playwrite100: readjust jeans
dirtyrpgirl: damn.screw him then !!!!!!!!!!.laughs
kelli-: scared the crap outa him
Gabriela92: bounces my legs forward and back, flexing my knees...
dirtyrpgirl: i guess soooooooooooo.lol
playwrite100: he is missing out mmmmmmmmmmmm
dirtyrpgirl: what the hell did he expect..........?
dirtyrpgirl: i think he wanted a married white woman?
Gabriela92: turns forward again...

playwrite100: watches gabriela
kelli-: watches Gab..
Gabriela92: pushing down the shorts
playwrite100: mmmmmm gabriela
Gabriela92:

until the front of my bright red thong is fully visible....

hooks my thumbs in the side belt loops and rolls my hips....
off my buns...

Gabriela92: slips the back of the shorts completely
playwrite100: glances at dirty watching gabriela
playwrite100: jaw drops

Gabriela92: lets them go... keeping my legs spread enough so
dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooooooo dayummmmm gabi !!!!!!!!!!
Gabriela92: just hanging there between
playwrite100: weeee gabriela
kelli-: she's making my tongue hard

they don't yet fall....

my butt and my knees....

dirtyrpgirl: smiles
playwrite100: adjust my jeans
Gabriela92: jumps straight up

and half spins, landing with my feet together and the shorts
fall down my legs to the ankles of my cowboy boots....
Gabriela92: steps out of them...
dirtyrpgirl: watching her ass in that thong
Gabriela92: hooks them with the toe of one boot....
playwrite100: admiring gabrielas long smooth legs upt to the red thong
playwrite100: lciks my lips
Gabriela92: kicks the shorts through the air and watches them almost knock over Dirty's
drink....
dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhh shit..grabs them quickly ................
blonde_genius:

yall are still up???

slowly swivels....
drums on my bare buns with my palms, bent forward at the waist....
playwrite100: that is a sweet ass damn
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

blonde_genius:

Gabri's dancin???

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhh....smiles
playwrite100: she sure is
blonde_genius: in the cage?
dirtyrpgirl: nopes
blonde_genius: lol I saw bare ass!!!
dirtyrpgirl: has panties on.....aint much
blonde_genius: lol
Gabriela92: looks back

of a panty......but she has then on !!!...lol

over my shoulder at Play... smiles wickedly.... pulls my butt cheeks
apart just enough that he can see the fabric strip of my thong, running all the way from
my waistband to the crotch....
dirtyrpgirl: sexy red thong............winks
playwrite100: red sexy little thong
dirtyrpgirl: does a double take as i look up at gabi on the stage.......damn
Gabriela92: runs my fingertips slowly up and down the smooth skin, right next to the edge
of the fabric....
Gabriela92: stands upright.....
Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the waistband at the hips....
Gabriela92: stretches it out as far as I can to both sides....
Gabriela92: lets it snap back hard against my hips.....
Gabriela92: moves my hands slowly up the sides of my torso....
Gabriela92: reaching the tube top....
Gabriela92: sliding the hands horizontally over my boobs....
dirtyrpgirl: woho a threefer !!!!!!!!!lol
Gabriela92: lol... lots of Cat Scratch Fever tonight!!!
dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhh
Gabriela92: a relapse, at least; LOL
dirtyrpgirl: Draz was suprised i knew ted...........and i think he likes him alot

Gabriela92: I like a lot of Ted, yes.
dirtyrpgirl: well i dont KNOW him........
dirtyrpgirl: me too
Gabriela92: haha,
Gabriela92:

massaging my boobs through the thin, stretchy fabric...

dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggg...yesssssssss
Gabriela92: nipples clearly poking out....
dirtyrpgirl: yes they are !!!
Gabriela92: grasps the top edge of the tube top....
dirtyrpgirl: fingers on the censor button..................lmaooooooooooooo

tugs it down until it almost reaches my areolas.....
pushes the boobs together....
shakes them.....
dirtyrpgirl: wow
Gabriela92: leaning forward to accentuate.....
Gabriela92: slips the top edge back up....
Gabriela92: raises my arms straight up overhead...
dirtyrpgirl: thankyou .that was awsome !!!!!!!!..such perfect boobs!!!
Gabriela92: claps to the beat as I prance down the stage....
kelli-: comes to my senses
kelli-: closes my mouth
Gabriela92: swinging my head left and right, throwing my hair around....
dirtyrpgirl: giggles , thats what it ook huh kelli?
kelli-: shakes my head.. whew
dirtyrpgirl: winks...........we have both visited thsoe boobs............smiling
Gabriela92: gets down on my knees...
Gabriela92: tossing my head...
kelli-: watching gabs moves
Gabriela92: leans backwards until my hair touches the stage.....
dirtyrpgirl: wow..that is a sight
Gabriela92: humps the air with my hips....
kelli-: puuurrrrrrrrrr
Gabriela92: moving my knees further apart....
Gabriela92: head touches the stage...
dirtyrpgirl: wow
Gabriela92: running my hands up and down the inside of my thighs.....
kelli-: i want those thighs for ear muffs
Gabriela92: rocking my pelvis at the ceiling....
dirtyrpgirl: smiles
kelli-: licks lips
Gabriela92: reaches underneath me, takes a butt cheek in each hand....
Gabriela92: thrusts my hips upward with my hands....
Gabriela92: knees scooting forward on the smooth floor a few inches with each thrust...
Gabriela92: swings my legs out straight in front of me...
Gabriela92: rolls onto my tummy....
Gabriela92: inchworms down the stage....
kelli-: giggles
dirtyrpgirl: wow
Gabriela92: rolls onto my back....
Gabriela92: scissor kick up into the air....
Gabriela92: pivots quickly back onto my hands and knees....
Gabriela92: crawls like a predator down the length of the stage..... staring right at Kelli and
Dirty...
kelli-: eyes narrow
kelli-: clench teeth
dirtyrpgirl: shivers again.........looking into gabi's eyes
kelli-: rawr
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

kelli-: giggles
Gabriela92: turns

my back...

dirtyrpgirl: hiya and wb buck.......smiles
Gabriela92: pulls the tube top down to my

waist with my back turned.....
hiya dirty........winks and smiles back
Gabriela92: then back up again.....
dirtyrpgirl: admiring gabi's curves.................
Gabriela92: bows deeply and skips off the stage...
dirtyrpgirl: tc play.hb !!!......smiles
kelli-: sooooo hawt Gab
kelli-: claps my hands.. wow
Gabriela92: ty, Kelli....fans myself with a flattened hand....
dirtyrpgirl: stands applauds and yells and hollers for gabi'that was awsone!!!!..thank YOU
!!!!!!!!!!!!
kelli-: pull up a face and have a seat
Gabriela92: yw, Dirty, thank you.
dirtyrpgirl: lol kelli
dirtyrpgirl: smiles....yw's
Gabriela92: looks down at the perspiration on my shoulders, chest, tummy, and legs....
dirtyrpgirl: cani get you anything from the bar gabi?
kelli-: gets Gab a wet towel and a dry one
dirtyrpgirl: water?.............smiles
Gabriela92: whew, yes, please.... ginger ale, crushed ice.
dirtyrpgirl: you got it................
kelli-: hands the towels to Gab
wildbuck1:

Gabriela’s Dances
Gabriela92: tosses my head
tjaburwalkie: gotta love the

from shoulder to shoulder....
stranglehold
Gabriela92: slides my tushy a little side to side on the stool....
Gabriela92: raises my hands way above my head...
Gabriela92: snapping my fingers to the slow, steady beat.
tjaburwalkie: walks over and spins gabi's chair
Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis forward a few times...
Gabriela92: puts a hand on my tummy... one behind my head...
tjaburwalkie: stops gabi's chair from spinning
Gabriela92: rolls my torso left and right as I dip one shoulder, then the other...
tjaburwalkie: shimmies next to gabi's chair
pvclucygirl: sips my champagne, wtching
tjaburwalkie: drops slowly then back to standing
tjaburwalkie: slowly very slowly
Gabriela92: giggles and puts a finger firmly on TJ's sternum.....
tjaburwalkie: looks intently at the finger
Gabriela92: pushes him gently backwards so I can slither off the stool and booty pop my
way over to the stage.....
tjaburwalkie: moves mack and lets the lady pass
Gabriela92: shakes my hair into a mess when I reach the steps...
tjaburwalkie: hey kid rock and roll
Gabriela92: runs my fingers up through it...
Gabriela92: lifting it off my shoulders...
Gabriela92: rolls my head slowly....
tjaburwalkie: sits intensly watching gabi
Gabriela92: puckers my lips....
D r a z: grns watching gabri on the stage

pvclucygirl: spins my stool a lil so i
Gabriela92: lets my fingers drift

get a better view
down my face... neck.....
tjaburwalkie: licks lips watching gabi mmmmmmm
Gabriela92: lets my black leather jacket slip down my arms, revealing the red knit buttonup tank top underneath
Gabriela92: swings the jacket around over my head a few times....tosses it in Lost's
direction....
Gabriela92: bends forward a little, putting my hands on my knees....
tjaburwalkie: work it gabi work it
pvclucygirl: wooo hooo gabi
tjaburwalkie: nice view
Gabriela92: bounces them forward and back, shimmying my bottom....
lostdad50: omg omg
D r a z: watches gabri turn ion the crowd
tjaburwalkie: did ya catch the jacket lost?
lostdad50: yes i did

drags my fingers slowly up my thighs, to the hem of my bright white denim
miniskirt....
tjaburwalkie: good, dont let it go
pvclucygirl: sees the sexy leather jacket land on lost
lostdad50: id catch anything she throws in my direction
tjaburwalkie: yes sir
Gabriela92: turning slowly, rolling my hips...
tjaburwalkie: just dont injure yourself in the process lol
Gabriela92: playing with the hem of the skirt....
lostdad50: okie dokie hang on here we go
tjaburwalkie: moves to the stairs to get a higher view
lostdad50: im lieing on the floor for the best view lol
tjaburwalkie: lol
Gabriela92: puts both hands on my tummy... moves it in a slow grind
tjaburwalkie: nice view indeed from there
pvclucygirl: very nice
Gabriela92: turns my backside to Lost and flips up the back of the skirt momentarily...
tjaburwalkie: but i'll stay high
Gabriela92: then looks back over my shoulder and giggles....
lostdad50: ok hang on gettting O2 startd here
tjaburwalkie: nice touch gabi
tjaburwalkie: calm lost calm calm breathe slowly dont forget to breathe
Gabriela92: struts down the length of the stage, stepping one foot across the other the
whole way....
tjaburwalkie: strut strut they love to watch her strut
D r a z: grisn as gbari strutts
tjaburwalkie: mmmmm
lostdad50: i cant breathe blood is going other places lol
Gabriela92: then walks backwards all the way to the end nearest the audience.....
tjaburwalkie: then it's best you lie down
pvclucygirl: giggles as i see lostdad go red
Gabriela92: bends forward and shakes my tushy...
tjaburwalkie: oh there ya go shake shake
Gabriela92: runs my fingers down the back of my thighs... over my knees...
Gabriela92: all the way down my calves....
lostdad50: shake shake shake your booty shake your booty
Gabriela92: holds my ankles.....
tjaburwalkie: nice gabi
Gabriela92:

RobinBarnes87:

sexxxxxxxxxxxxxxy

very nice
Gabriela92: moves my feet out wider than my shoulders....
lostdad50: oh yes the ankles
tjaburwalkie:

pvclucygirl: wonders if i just moaned out loud
Gabriela92: looks back between my knees
lostdad50: thats the place wher
tjaburwalkie: i didnt hear it lucy
RobinBarnes87:

and shakes out my hair....
dreams are made lol

you did lucy, I heard you

lostdad50: i know i did lol
Gabriela92: stands suddenly,
pvclucygirl: blushes

throwing my hair back over my head

tjaburwalkie: i'm just too far away
RobinBarnes87: moaning myself at

to hear over the music

the hotness of it all

Gabriela92: slips my hands into the back pockets of
tjaburwalkie: draz, defibulator at the ready?
Gabriela92: crooks a finger at Robin... you wanna?

the denim skirt...

Gabriela92: slowly turns my bottom away from the audience....
Gabriela92: leans forward, letting the scoop neckline of my tank
tjaburwalkie: very nice show gabi, very very nice
Gabriela92:

top show some skin...

lifts my boobs a bit to accentuate the cleavage....

tjaburwalkie: mmmmmmm
lostdad50: no need to gabri
KayFerblu:

hi pvclcygirl

Gabriela92: lets my fingers drift across the curvy flesh....
KayFerblu: curious.. so I just came here �
tjaburwalkie: welcome kay hang around for a while, you may

like it

Gabriela92: welcome, Kay.. waves!
KayFerblu: hehe i think i might walkie
KayFerblu: waves at Gabriela, hi !
D r a z: welcoem kay
KayFerblu: hey Draz
tjaburwalkie: makes my

way to the balcony

tjaburwalkie: sits at a table overlooking the lower bar
KayFerblu: walks over to the couch and sits herself down
Gabriela92: puts my strappy red heels close together on

the floor.... shifts my knees left and
right, letting my hips move in the opposite direction to the beat....
Gabriela92: reaches toward the ceiling...
Gabriela92: interlocks my fingers.....
pvclucygirl: almost spills my champagne as i watch
KayFerblu: eyes glued on Gabriela.. thinking 'wow'
Gabriela92: swings my joined hands around in fast circles overhead...
lostdad50: omg red heels
tjaburwalkie: sees the lip movement as kay speaks silently
lostdad50: its christmas in april
Gabriela92: thrusts hips exaggeratedly side to side to the new beat....
Gabriela92: tugs the bottom of the red tank top out of the waist of the white miniskirt....
tjaburwalkie: draz, give the lady's a round please
KayFerblu: blushes, wondering if anyone noticed her like jaw on the floor
lostdad50: last time i had a dance like this it cost me about $60 in ones lol
tjaburwalkie: i'll hold gabi's for her until she finishes on stage
tjaburwalkie: it's ok kay, it's a common occurance here
lostdad50: all i know is someone is going to finish soon lol
tjaburwalkie: lol lost
KayFerblu: oh... *giggles* okay walkie phew
pvclucygirl: giggles
Gabriela92: rolls the tank top inside itself until it's high enough to tuck into the bottom of
the bra... leaving my tummy and lower back bare....
KayFerblu: holy...
tjaburwalkie: oh yeah gabi there ya go
Gabriela92: rolls my torso front to back...

tjaburwalkie: i think kay is
lostdad50: bare back yum

next in line for the defibulator draz lol

KayFerblu: lol walkie stop teasing me
Gabriela92: roams my hands around

on my bare tummy...
your welcome
KayFerblu: and what the heck is the defibulator lol
tjaburwalkie: and i will stop now
Gabriela92: slowly turning....
KayFerblu: no don't stop now...
tjaburwalkie: mmm gabi go girl go
pvclucygirl: sips my fresh champagne, thanks tj
KayFerblu: lol!!
Gabriela92: places hands flat on my butt cheeks, fingers pointing downward....
tjaburwalkie: your welcome lucy raises gabi's glass to lucy in salute
Gabriela92: swivels my butt in quick circles.....
Gabriela92: then shifts the cheeks rapidly left and right......
tjaburwalkie: oh kay, red is a good color for your cheeks
Gabriela92: turns back to face everyone...
KayFerblu: *blush*
Gabriela92: unsnaps the top button on the front of the denim skirt....
pvclucygirl: gulps
lostdad50: ok let me check calender nope not my birthday . holy shit my prayers really have
been answered.
KayFerblu: holds her breath
tjaburwalkie: oh kay, that is a very nice color
tjaburwalkie:

RobinBarnes87:

looks up, watching

KayFerblu: um.. okay lol
Gabriela92: grasps the skirt

hem....
lostdad50: her cheeks match her heels always a fashion plate
D r a z: woo hoo here wego gabri
tjaburwalkie: it's running further south now, very nice indeed
tjaburwalkie: breathe kay breathe
KayFerblu: hehehe mm
tjaburwalkie: in and out in and out
Gabriela92: lifts the skirt all the way up, turning slowly to reveal the lacy bright red
boyshorts underneath, my butt cheeks hanging partway out of the bottom....
KayFerblu: are you sure you're talking about breathing? :P
pvclucygirl: omg wow
lostdad50: nice tanned thighs on the way i hope. let me go gt a towel lol
tjaburwalkie: lol kay nice come back, i like it
lostdad50: nope going to need a bucket for this show
pvclucygirl: hi mr
mrcountry_1:

hi draz

grins watchig gabri
tjaburwalkie: go gabi go
Gabriela92: lets the skirt fall back down...
pvclucygirl: awwwww
D r a z: font country please
D r a z:

RobinBarnes87:

hi mrcountry

KayFerblu: make that two, dad *giggles*
Gabriela92: folds my arms across the top
mrcountry_1:
Gabriela92:

rolls my tushy in slow figure 8's to the beat...
mr country, font size reminder

tjaburwalkie:

mrcountry_1:
D r a z:

of my head...

hiya lucy, eyes diamond, smiles
hi robin...smiles

country font

Gabriela92: can people not see their own fonts? LOL
lostdad50: oh theres music i thought it was my pulse
mrcountry_1: oh
Gabriela92: hee,

yes i remember
hee
tjaburwalkie: lol lost
tjaburwalkie: ty mr
Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis forward and back....
tjaburwalkie: oh gabi oh gabi
Gabriela92: shaking my extended arms overhead....
KayFerblu: still staring..
mrcountry_1: couldnt see my font since i had not been on for some time
lostdad50: ok things could get sketchy here hard to type now lol
tjaburwalkie: two hands lost two hands on the keyboard lol
AlderaanYavin: had to buy a 60 inch monitor after joing this room just ot see my font gabi
lostdad50: redlace boy cut shorts starting to get blurry maybe passing out lol
Gabriela92: shakes my hair as I walk the length of the stage....
tjaburwalkie: takes gabi's glass of champgne to the bar and leaves it in draz's care
Gabriela92: takes hold of the brass pole in both hands....
KayFerblu: oh my....
Gabriela92: swings to one side, looking at everyone....
Gabriela92: swings back to the other side....
lostdad50: brass pole we have those at the station house lol
Gabriela92: climbs up the pole a couple feet....
D r a z: looks outsuide to the cinderela coach
Gabriela92: slowly slides down, bending my knees as I land to let myself go all the way
down to a sitting position.....
Gabriela92: rolls sideways into a crawl.....
KayFerblu: mm nice..
lostdad50: walk this way walk this way
pvclucygirl: poor tj, i think it is only fair that i video the rest for him
Gabriela92: throws my head forward to make my hair fall over my face....
Gabriela92: crawls slowly in a circle around the pole.... looking like a lioness on the hunt....
mrcountry_1: watches lucy, with her diamond sparkling
mrcountry_1: enjoys gabri, lioness around the pole
lostdad50: and here i am a piece of quivering meat lol
Gabriela92: stands and punches up into the air, first one arm, then the other, alternating....
Gabriela92: swings arms... out to the side... out to the front... upwards... down.....
lostdad50: go back to the skirt lol
mrcountry_1: watches alternating punches of air and dirty dancing gabri
D r a z: winks at gabri
Gabriela92: puts both hands behind my head and shakes my chest....
KayFerblu: licks her lips, they've gone so dry!
D r a z: looks around at the crowd captivated by gabri
Gabriela92: runs my hands down my neck... over my breasts....giving them a light squeeze
and a gentle lift as I pass over them....
RobinBarnes87: hands Kay some Lancome
Gabriela92: shifts hips left and right....

lip gloss

Gabriela92: spreads feet on the floor....
mrcountry_1: appreciates dancing and smiles
KayFerblu: lol ty Robin
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

leans down until my hair touches the floor....
nodding my head to the beat....
jumps up at the word, "Thunderstruck"....

RobinBarnes87:

rocks to the beat

*involuntarily claps* lol
Gabriela92: kicks one foot forward, waist high...
D r a z: watches the thunderstruck crowd
KayFerblu:

Gabriela92: booty pops and pauses with the music...
pvclucygirl: biting my pouty lips as i watch that perfect booty

reaches down to the bottom of my ribs...
peels the red tank top up and over my head, shaking out my hair... revealing
the red lacy bra that matches my boyshorts....
lostdad50: holy shit put the kids to bed
pvclucygirl: lol
KayFerblu: oh my... getting hot here? or is it just my imagination
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

RobinBarnes87: definitely hot
Gabriela92: tucks the loose tank
RobinBarnes87: fans mahself
pvclucygirl: red hot
lostdad50: ive been in fires not
Gabriela92:

top into the center of the bra, between my boobs....

as hot as this show
pulls it slowly down from the top...feeling the fabric caressing my cleavage as it

passes....
D r a z: god aslmighty look at that body
KayFerblu: shit....
pvclucygirl: whimpers as i bite my lips
Gabriela92: when it slips out of the bra, I rub it all over my bare tummy...
Gabriela92: soaking up a little of the perspiration I've worked up...
KayFerblu: *moans softly*
Gabriela92: wads up the tanktop and throws it to Alderaann....
RobinBarnes87: clenches my thighs tightly together
AlderaanYavin: catches it and takes a deep breath
lostdad50: grabbed the 5 gallon jug of jergens lol

and moans

rocks my pelvis rapidly to the rock beat...
hooks my thumbs in the front beltloops of the denim skirt and gyrates my hips
horizontally...
D r a z: eyes fixd on gabris hips
D Gabriela92: holds one side of the waistband with my right hand...
Gabriela92: slowly tugs down the front zipper.....
AlderaanYavin: catches a quick inhale
Gabriela92: a glimpse of the red panties flashes in the opening V.
KayFerblu: oh shit..
pvclucygirl: feels a warm dew as my soft inner thighs rub together as i spin on the chair to get a
better view
D r a z: grins seeing gabri tease so well
Gabriela92: zips it quickly back up and holds my palms open with a shrug....
AlderaanYavin: exhales
lostdad50: oh shit whats good to use to clean a computer screen off lol
KayFerblu: aw come on..
KayFerblu: LOL @ lostdad
Gabriela92: reaches down and finds a bendy straw on the edge of the stage....
lostdad50: come on gabs dont hold back
KayFerblu: back to the show.... mm
Gabriela92: slips the straw through the little hole in the zipper tab....
Gabriela92: crooks a finger to beckon Kay over to the stage....
D r a z: smiles watchig gabri
KayFerblu: *gulps*
D r a z: places a glass of water in front ofeveryone
KayFerblu: y..yes m'am.. stumbles and then runs over to the stage
Gabriela92: dances to the edge....
Gabriela92: kneels down in front of Kay...
KayFerblu: hard to breathe... and stares up at Gabi
Gabriela92: shimmying on my knes..
Gabriela92: knees^
KayFerblu: holding her breath.......
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

looks Kay right in the eyes....
with a smoldering glance....
KayFerblu: her throat going dry
Gabriela92: flips the zipper tab up...
KayFerblu: c..cant take her eyes off Gabi now
Gabriela92: wiggles the attached straw at Kay...
Gabriela92: nods....
Gabriela92: "take ahold of it..."
KayFerblu: gulp... with a shaking hand, touches the straw
KayFerblu: then holds it tight...
lostdad50: pull the straw!!!!!!!
Gabriela92: wiggles my hips and slowly stands up, dancing....
pvclucygirl: hehe
KayFerblu: holding the straw, frozen
KayFerblu: woah....
Gabriela92: letting Kay pulls the straw and zipper tab down....
KayFerblu: shaking as the zipper comes down...
Gabriela92: shakes my hips to let the skirt fall to my ankles...
lostdad50: shimmy off the skirt
Gabriela92: I kinda know what I'm doing, Lostdad, thanks for the instructions, though.
D r a z: watches as the red panty triangle comes into view
KayFerblu: with the skirt haning on the other end around Gabi's ankles..
KayFerblu: staring at her amazing body, still stunned
Gabriela92: slips one foot out of the skirt....
KayFerblu: and her crotch...
Gabriela92: flips it with the toe of my second foot right into Kay's chest....
KayFerblu: looking up at Gabi as she lifts her foot up, damn...
KayFerblu: gasp!
Gabriela92: gyrates in heels, bra, and boyshorts... all bright red....
KayFerblu: gushing...
KayFerblu: lol
KayFerblu: holds tightly to that skirt and just... staring at Gabi
Gabriela92: as I turn away from everyone... gives both ass cheeks a firm slap, making them
a little red, too.
KayFerblu: oh my...
D r a z: sways palying the bag pipes at the side as gabri dances
Gabriela92: but then slowly rubs them in circles, too....
KayFerblu: i...i better sit down huh? lol
Gabriela92: pivots on my heels, swinging one arm in a circle overhead....
D r a z: watches as gabri moves arond the stage
kelli-: smiles.. watching gab .. moving to a seat
kelli-: hi lucy
Gabriela92: pushes one bra strap down off my shoulder....
Gabriela92: hanging on my upper arm...
D r a z: passes kelli a cold water ........winks you will need that
lostdad50: no way your not!
KayFerblu: grabs the nearest seat and sits down, clutching that hot skirt
Gabriela92: pushes down the other strap....
lostdad50: ive been waitning months for this
Gabriela92: top edges of the bra cups just barely held up....
Gabriela92: puts my hands over the cups to hold them in place and leans forward, shaking
my shoulders....
Gabriela92: stands back up....
kelli-: giggles... she's got .. sooommeeeoonneee cranked up
Gabriela92: pushes the straps back in place and goes into an air guitar stance.....
lostdad50: cranked i could run a marathon lol
Gabriela92: does an Angus Young duckwalk down the stage....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

Gabriela92: reaches the pole...
kelli-: googles.. "angus young

duckwalk"

pvclucygirl: ACDC
Gabriela92: rubs my

butt crack up and down the smooth, hard, shiny metal...
stands, bends forward... grabs my ankles...
Gabriela92: wiggles my ass into the pole....
D r a z: woo hoo gabri
lostdad50: mmmm cool brass
Gabriela92: puts my hands on the floor....
Gabriela92: does a walkover back to my feet....
Gabriela92: turns back to the pole....
Gabriela92: rubs my boobs up and down it.....
pvclucygirl: almost chokes on my champagne
Gabriela92: drops to my knees....
kelli-: smiles.. giggles.. nice
Gabriela92: scoots my feet forward until my thighs are on either side of the pole...
Gabriela92: inching closer and closer....
Gabriela92: holding my ankles....
Gabriela92: when my panties touch the pole, I lean back until my head touches the stage....
D r a z: grins watching as gabri moves againts the pole
Gabriela92: bouncing my pelvis up and down, the crotch of my panties rubbing the pole....
kelli-: mmmmmmmm sooo nice
Gabriela92: humping all that stiff, smooth, shiny hardness.....
Gabriela92: giving the bottom foot of it a real good polishing.....
Gabriela92: leans back up and grasps the pole...
Gabriela92: pulling myself to my feet..
Gabriela92: hooking one knee around it....
D r a z: watches gabris fire down below
Gabriela92: leaning back... swinging part way around, my hair falling behind me....
Gabriela92: pulls myself close to the pole, then letting myself fall quickly away....
Gabriela92: throws myself to the left and right behind the pole, catching myself first with
my right hand, then with the left....
Gabriela92:

Alert: An admin left the room: trisha_29
Gabriela92: walks down the stage away from
D r a z: smiles looking at gabri
Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience....
Gabriela92: looks at Draz and winks....
D r a z: winks back
Gabriela92: points to the stack of towels

the pole, to the end....

near the end of the bar and gives a "1" sign with
my finger....
D r a z: winks and walsk over with a single big fluffy towel
Gabriela92: reaches down to grab the towel.. thank you, boys....
lostdad50: slowly wraps it around her
Gabriela92: drapes the towel around my neck, letting the ends hang in front of me....
D r a z: smiles at gabri ty for the dance............wow it was so hawttttt#
Gabriela92: flips my hair out from under it so it sits tight against my neck...
lostdad50: words can not express gabs
D r a z: hello farme
Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience and reaches back to unhook my bra.....
Gabriela92: slips the shoulder straps out from under the towel, letting the towel cover
me....
lostdad50: omg whats she on tonight lol
Gabriela92: turns back to face everyone....
pvclucygirl: eyes locked on her gorgeous form
kelli-: I want some, what ever it is
Gabriela92: grasps the ends of the towel....
Gabriela92: pulls one end slowly down until the other hand bumps into the bottom of my
boob....

then pulls it back the other way....
repeats the sliding of the towel several times....
Gabriela92: reaches under the towel and covers my boobs with my hands....
Gabriela92: leans forward, letting the towel swing away from my chest....
Gabriela92: turning my shoulders left and right to the slow, steady beat....
Gabriela92: stands again, letting the towel fall back in place to cover me.....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

alchemicsoul-DJ: *slides in through the door*
Gabriela92: turns sideways to the audience and

pushes the edge of the towel forward a
little, until a little glimpse of smooth flesh shows where it meets my ribs....
Gabriela92: lets it return to place.... turns the other way, and repeats the tease on the other
side....
Gabriela92: stands and swivels my hips, turning slowly around on my heels....
Gabriela92: turns my backside to the group....
Gabriela92: pushes the boyshorts down my smooth, round butt cheeks a few inches....
Gabriela92: just an inch or two of the crack showing...
Gabriela92: pushes my buns tighter together, accentuating the defined line...
Gabriela92: pulls the boyshorts back up....
pvclucygirl: licks my lips
Gabriela92: struts down the stage... past the pole...turns slowly....
Gabriela92: lays one arm across my chest....
Gabriela92: yanks the towel off with the free hand....
D r a z: watches gabri as she moves up and dowwn
Gabriela92: lays my fingers flat on puckered lips... and blows a kiss to everyone before
slipping behind the curtain....
Gabriela92: leaving the towel in a heap near the pole...
alchemicsoul-DJ:

*whistles as Gabriela steps out of view*

backstage, slips on a cozy LAB robe and walks down the side steps to return to
the bar for a well-deserved ginger ale.
D r a z: whistles an d holers at gabri .............great show girl
Gabriela92: ty, Alchemic.
D r a z: stands and applaudes
lostdad50: gabs one of the all time best!
pvclucygirl: whistles
pvclucygirl: wow wow wow
kelli-: stands and claps my hands
Gabriela92: ty, ty...
Gabriela92:

Gabriela92:

bar...

slides off Karate's lap to my feet and climbs the empty adjacent stool onto the

karate820: smiles at gabi..thanks for the company
karate820: winks
Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder as I climb,

winking at Karate....
stands up next to Kelli....
swings my hips left and right in my tattered denim cutoffs...
karate820: watches gabi starting to dance
scarlett2angel: hugssssssss the room bye
Gabriela92: rolls up the bottom of my ribbed pink tank top and tucks it under my bra edge...
Gabriela92: swivels my hips in slow circles, my hands up in my hair, lifting it off my
shoulders....
slimdugg: oh yes
karate820: looks up at the dancing gabi
Gabriela92: sways with my arms folded across the top of my head....
slimdugg: smiles
Gabriela92: rolling my tummy horizontally....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

Gabriela92:

my jaw...

fingers pointing upward, I slide my hands down the sides of my face and over

down the front of my throat...
over my collarbones...
karate820: woooo gabi
karate820: heating it up
Gabriela92: over the curve of my bra...
Gabriela92: down my ribs...
slimdugg: ohhhhh
Gabriela92: over my tummy....
Gabriela92: leaves one hand flat on my tummy, just below my navel...
Gabriela92: returns the other hand to my face, pointing my index finger and slipping it in
and out of my mouth several times, wetting it with my saliva....
slimdugg: breathes heavily
karate820: wow...thinks i'm gonna melt
Gabriela92: puts the wet finger on the rim of my belly button, and runs it around in circles,
very slowly....
slimdugg: whew yes
Gabriela92: touches the fingertip to the center of my navel....
Gabriela92: bruce, please use a medium font here, and not blue, OK? Blue is for our working
girls....thanks.
Gabriela92: pushes my fingertip deeply into my belly button several times while pumping
my stomach in and out....
karate820: nice
Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs in the front beltloops of my cutoffs and rocks my hips slowly
left and right, forward and back...
kennyw_3: wow Gabi just bounced Bruce Springsteen
Gabriela92: turns halfway around...
Gabriela92: pushes my fingers down into the back pockets....
Gabriela92: swinging my butt left and right...
karate820: ok
Gabriela92: matching the beat...
karate820: hb
kelli-: licking my lips
kelli-: got all hot and now .. no outlet
karate820: no outlet huh?
Gabriela92: untucks my pink tank top from the bra edge, smoothly pulling it up and over my
head.....
karate820: grins....mmmmm nice
Gabriela92: exposing the lacy black bra underneath...
karate820: very nice gabi
Gabriela92: swings the tank top twice in a circle over my head, then dropping in Kenny's
lap....
kennyw_3: smiles at Gabbi
Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly up and down the front of my torso a few times... over the
bare skin of my tummy... the lacy bra cups... the bare flesh spilling out the top... up over
my shoulders....
karate820: looks at the exposed clevage
karate820: ok kelli
karate820: see you later
kelli-: wish I had at least a little spillage
Gabriela92: leans forward at the waist toward Karate....
PirateKris: repervs all
Gabriela92: pushing the boobs closer together....
Gabriela92: stares right into Karate's eyes, and slowly licks my lips in a wet, glossy circle....
karate820: keeping eyes locked on gabi...not blinking
Gabriela92: extend my middle finger like I'm giving the bird, but instead slips it into my
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

mouth and slowly plunges it in and out several times, shifting my hips side to side the
whole time....
karate820: trying to keep as still as possible...not wanting to move
Gabriela92: slowly pulls the finger from my mouth and drags it down my chin...
Gabriela92: down the centerline of my neck....
karate820: licks my lips again
karate820: finger trail
Gabriela92: down the center of my sternum....
karate820: watches the finger move further down
Gabriela92: right down my cleavage, catching and snapping my bra a little on the way
past.....
Gabriela92: down toward my navel....
Gabriela92: Hi, Katie... <waves>
karate820: continues to watch that finger move even lower
karate820: gives katie a wave
Gabriela92: down the line of tiny hairs that lead downward from my navel to my
waistband.....
Gabriela92: runs both thumbs slowly back and forth on the skin of my abdomen, just above
the shorts.....
karate820: shivers a little...shifting my hips...trying to adjust
karate820: wb buck
Gabriela92: flips up the tab on the zipper of my cutoffs....
Gabriela92: holds the waistband with one hand...
Gabriela92: slowly lowers the zipper with the other hand....
karate820: watches as the zipper lowers ever so slowly
Gabriela92: slides the first two knuckles horizontally into the zipper opening....
karate820: i'm sure i will miss out on some crazy dancing
PirateKris: I lack the emotional maturity to show that much restraint
good afternoon.. room
moves my hand up and down inside the zipper a few times.... winks goodbye to
Karate....
Gabriela92: slips my hand out, returning the zipper to the top...
Gabriela92: runs my hands over the fabric clinging to my hips and ass...
Gabriela92: grabs the bottom edge of the cutoffs and tugs them upward, showing a little
more leg and the bottom edge of my smooth buns....
thatgirl1: sorry i cannot whisper back
PirateKris: watches carefully - letting imagination flow from fingers
kennyw_3: holds up Gabi's top if she needs it
Gabriela92: slowly marches down the bar to the campy tune....
Gabriela92: shifting my hips exaggeratedly with each step...
PirateKris: while you are there . . . black rum please?
Gabriela92: smoothly sweeps up the bottle on my way past....
Gabriela92: then a glass....
PirateKris: neat - no ice
PirateKris: I am a purist
Gabriela92: stands above PK, looking down...
Gabriela92: bumping hips left and right with each measure.
PirateKris: looks up - appreciating the perspective
Gabriela92: pours a generous portion of the black rum....
PirateKris: fumbling for a bill from my money clip
Gabriela92: sets the glass right into the center curves of my cleavage...
Gabriela92: holds it with one hand as I slowly slide my feet sideways into the splits and
lower myself to give PK his drink....
PirateKris: leans forward and carefully puts lips to the rim and takes a sip
Gabriela92: leans slightly forward to let him reach the glass.
Gabriela92: musses his hair with my free hand as he takes his sip....
johnct37:

Gabriela92:

thatgirl1: *smiles turns to watch what's happening*
Gabriela92: takes PK's hand and makes him wrap

it around the glass, feeling his knuckles
brushing my chest as he does....
PirateKris: mm so soft delicate
PirateKris: leaves hand there a moment and leans forward again for another sip
Gabriela92: leans up and down a few times, letting the knuckles graze a bit more....
PirateKris: notices a second delicate aroma under that of the rum
PirateKris: at times like this having big hands is a definite advantage
Gabriela92: swings my legs under me and gets on my knees on the bar....
Gabriela92: crawls a little bit forward on my knees toward PK....
PirateKris: other hand takes the 50 and slides it down the right side of her shorts
PirateKris: inhales again - catching that scent - memorizing it
Gabriela92: leans over backwards until my hair brushes the dark polished wood of the bar
top....
Gabriela92: rocks my hips up and down a few times...
Gabriela92: with my hands resting on my thighs....
Gabriela92: leans back upright...
johnct37: rocking back in my chair.... watching intently
Gabriela92: crawls down the bar to Indy's stool....
Gabriela92: kneels in front of his stool...
johnct37: leaning forward... watching closely
Gabriela92: swaying my hips and running my fingerstips down my ribs....
indyjones42: leans forward to gaze in gabi's eyes
indyjones42: and further down
Gabriela92: lets my fingertips lead Indy's gaze...
Gabriela92: over my tummy...
Gabriela92: down the front of my shorts...
indyjones42: glistening with perspiration
Gabriela92: down my smooth, supple thighs, almost to the knees....
Gabriela92: and slowly back up again....
Gabriela92: holds my left bra cup in my left hand, gently kneading through the fabric...
indyjones42: reaching out to touch gabi's hands
johnct37: smiling at thatgirl... watching her.... watch
indyjones42: stopping before reaching her skin
Gabriela92: right hand moving to the button at the front of my tattered, almost
disintegrated denim cutoffs....
Gabriela92: unsnapping it...
indyjones42: leaning back, eyes watching her fingers
Gabriela92: rocking my hips left and right to the deep bass beat...
johnct37: letting a soft... sigh.... escape
Gabriela92: folds down the waistband of my shorts, barely exposing the top of my lacy
black booty shorts underneath....
PirateKris: wellI get a window here - but the details typically dont open up
Gabriela92: lets the fingertips of one hand slip inside the shorts, outside the panties.....
Gabriela92: moves the hand side to side....
Gabriela92: brushing the fabric...
Gabriela92: crawls a little further down the bar, to Kenny's stool....
Gabriela92: takes his phone from his hand...
Gabriela92: makes big smooching noises for Mrs. Kenny to hear....
PirateKris: hahah
PirateKris: (makes note)
Gabriela92: moans loudly.....
Gabriela92: drops the phone into the full glassware washing sink....
PirateKris: turn off cell and hide the battery when Gabby is around
kennyw_3: smiles at Gabi
Gabriela92: stands and walks down the length of the bar, looking back over my shoulder at
Kenny and shrugs.....

kennyw_3: wondering
Gabriela92: haha

who she made smooching noises to because of lack of mrs. kenny

Gabriela92: maybe it was
kennyw_3: ex clients lol
Gabriela92:

one of your clients!!!

or a very solidified client; LOL

kennyw_3: seeing the phone is in soapy water
PirateKris: afk 5 mins brb - dont go booting me
PirateKris: plse

climbs down off the bar and moves over to the stage.....
I won't, PK
kennyw_3: tosses Gabi her top
Gabriela92: catches it in the air....
Gabriela92: climbs the steps to the lighted runway....
Gabriela92: walks to the shiny brass pole.....
Gabriela92: leans back into it, feeling the cool metal between my shoulder blades....
kennyw_3: keeps eye on gabi as i pull second phone out of coat pocket
Gabriela92: nods to Mustaffa to turn on the cell phone jammer....
Gabriela92: Hi, Ratherbe....
ratherbe: hello gabby
Gabriela92: bends and straightens my legs, rubbing my spine up and down on the pole....
Gabriela92: rolling my hips left and right over my feet...
kennyw_3: watches gabi
Gabriela92: reaches to the front of the shorts....
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper all the way....
PirateKris: watches GAbby with renewed interest
Gabriela92: leans back into the pole....
Gabriela92: swings my hips left and right as I wiggle the shorts down them...
PirateKris: descending shorts is always a good forecast
Gabriela92: turns around and leans my front into the pole...
Gabriela92: lowering the cutoffs over my buns...
Gabriela92: finally exposing the fullness of the black lacy booty shorts underneath...
PirateKris: nice thing about lace is the translucence
kennyw_3: walks over with a hundred dollar bill
Gabriela92: steps out of the shorts and walks over to where Kenny is approaching....
kennyw_3: holds the bill out
Gabriela92: squats down and swivels in front of him...
Gabriela92: pulls the side of the panties away from my hips....
kennyw_3: slides the bill in
Gabriela92: presses Kenny's hand against my hip....
kennyw_3: feeling the heat radiating from Gabi
Gabriela92: and does a little grind on it....
kennyw_3: smiles at Gabi
Gabriela92: stands, letting the hand slide down my leg as I do....
Gabriela92: spins back toward the pole....
kennyw_3: and notices the transculence
kennyw_3: retreats back to the bar
Gabriela92: swings to one side, holding on with one hand....
Gabriela92: switches hands and swings the other way....
Gabriela92: grasps the pole with both hands overhead....
Gabriela92: stands very close....
Gabriela92: runs the smooth metal up and down between my bra cups...
Gabriela92: puckers and kisses the pole....
Gabriela92: stands, turns, and rubs my butt up and down on the pole, letting it run between
my cheeks....
kennyw_3: watches gabi
Gabriela92: bends over at the waist and wiggles my fanny into the pole....
PirateKris: careful of that word Gabby
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

lol, well, PK... maybe I was bent over far enough that the description was
accurate....
Gabriela92: turns around... holds the pole in both hands....
Gabriela92: scoots my feet forward until my knees are past the pole.....
PirateKris: I think I am suffering pole envy
Gabriela92: scoots further....
Gabriela92: my thighs brush the long, hard, smooth, shiny.....
Gabriela92: metal pole....
Gabriela92: finally the front of my panties touch the pole....
Gabriela92: squatting and standing slowly....
Gabriela92: rubbing the fabric up and down on the pole.....
PirateKris: that translucent lace reveals promises of a . .
micky38: evenning brothel
Gabriela92: leans my head back, letting my hair fall behind me....
Gabriela92: tc, PK
micky38: how is tricks miss gab
Gabriela92: good, Micky... caught me in the middle of a dance....
micky38: ohh nice
Gabriela92: stands...
micky38: enjoy
Gabriela92: holds the pole with one hand...
micky38: sexy
Gabriela92: reaches back behind myself and unsnaps the bra....
micky38: very sexy
Gabriela92: lets the straps fall off my shoulders....
kennyw_3: looks up from phone at the unsnapping noise
Gabriela92: stands as the straps hang at my elbows...
micky38: wow
Gabriela92: the cups fall forward, freeing my breasts into the full view of the room...
kennyw_3: walks over with another 100
micky38: 100 from me 2
Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down the front of my torso...up my tummy, up my ribs...
Gabriela92: over my breasts, up to my shoulders....
Gabriela92: swivels over to the edge of the stage where Kenny is....
Gabriela92: pushes my boobs together so there's somewhere to put that $100 bill....
kennyw_3: holds up the 100
Gabriela92: lifts them slightly to offer a little more cleavage....
Gabriela92: leans toward Kenny's hand....
kennyw_3: slides hundred in her cleavage
cashlover: puts a 100 between my lips and waits patiently
Gabriela92: feels the coarse linen paper sliding over my smooth, tender skin....
kennyw_3: feels gabi's nipple harden on the back of my hand as I slide it in
Gabriela92: stands... moves Kenny's $100 to my panty waistband.... spins over to Micky's
location.....
kennyw_3: smiles and respectfully goes back to the bar
slimdugg: smiles at gabi
Gabriela92: kneels and dances, shifting my hips and torso....
wildbuck1: walks in looks at gabriela walks past and winks
Gabriela92: waves to Slim and Wild as they return...
slimdugg: smiles waves back
Gabriela92: lifts my boobs and offers them for Micky's $100.....
wildbuck1: waves back with fingers and settles down
abriela92: crawls over to Cash's location....
wildbuck1: lol gabi
cashlover: smiles through the 100
micky38: sorry i was doing emails lol
Gabriela92: crawls on hands and knees, like a predatory cat...
Gabriela92:

Gabriela92: staring right
pvclucygirl: smiles hi
Gabriela92: Hi Lucy,
slimdugg: hi lucy
wildbuck1:

through Cash....

hugggssss

hello lucy

micky38: hi miss lucy
pvclucygirl: hugs all
Gabriela92: gets up on
slimdugg: hugggs
wildbuck1: looks at

my knees in front of Cash....

gabi resembles a purring kitty

cashlover: waits patiently
Gabriela92: leans back until my shoulder blades hit the stage....
Gabriela92: scoots my hips forward until my knees are hanging over

the edge of the stage...

Gabriela92: almost touching Cash's shoulders....
cashlover: looks to my right until the bill is barely touching gabbys thigh
Gabriela92: pulls out the elastic waistband of my panties, about halfway between

my hip
and my belly button....
Gabriela92: with my other hand, I push Cash's head down until he can maneuver the $100
bill under the waistband....
cashlover: use my lips and tongue to put the bill in
pvclucygirl: watches
Gabriela92: I let the elastic snap back into place....
slimdugg: yes me too lucy
Gabriela92: closes my legs a little, until my knees press into Cash's ears....
cashlover: fights the urge to stick out my tongue
pvclucygirl: oh wow
pvclucygirl: lovely legs gabi
Gabriela92: pushes my feet down hard against the stage, does a reverse somersault to my
knees, then stands....
pvclucygirl: applauds
slimdugg: claps my hands for gabi
cashlover: needs a shot and a smoke
Gabriela92: gyrating in a small circle....
Gabriela92: rolling my hips as I turn....
slimdugg: watches
Gabriela92: looks like Micky's emails cost him a good time, and cost me $100... LOL
slimdugg: lol
Gabriela92: turns my back to the group...
Gabriela92: wiggles my backside...
slimdugg: mmm
Gabriela92: pushes my panties about 2/3 down my buns.....
pvclucygirl: wooo hooo
slimdugg: oooohhh
Gabriela92: shimmies and shakes my buns...
Gabriela92: slaps them hard...
pvclucygirl: almost bites my lips
Gabriela92: pushes them firmly toward the middle..
slimdugg: yesss
Gabriela92: leaves the back of the panties down and turns back around, cupping my
boobs....
slimdugg: fans myself and lucy
Gabriela92: lifts and kneads them, half closing my eyes in pleasure....
slimdugg: ahhh
slimdugg: smiles at gabi
Gabriela92: lets my fingertips drift down my tummy...
Gabriela92: slips one hand flat inside the front of the panties...
slimdugg: �

making the fabric bulge out from my knuckles....
slow, oval motions inside the cloth....
slimdugg: holds a tip for gabi in my teeth
Gabriela92: hello, Xeryus
Gabriela92: dances over toward Slim...
slimdugg: smiles adds a tip for lucy
Gabriela92: shimmies down with my backside toward Slim...
slimdugg: watches not moving
Gabriela92: pushes the back of the panties to the bottom of my buns...
slimdugg: ohhhhh
Gabriela92: fold that bill lengthwise, Slim....
slimdugg: folds them lengthwise
Gabriela92: and lengthwise again....
slimdugg: and lengthwise again holds them in my teeth
Gabriela92: pulls my buns slightly apart so Slim has a place to slip the bills....
slimdugg: sits still
slimdugg: then moves forward slowly untill the bills are taken
slimdugg: moans softly
Gabriela92: pushes my buns back together, grasping the money....
pvclucygirl: watches slim lean in towards the hottest ass in town
slimdugg: smiles
slimdugg: winks at lucy and gabi
Gabriela92: stands and dances, the bills trapped in between my cheeks...
slimdugg: mmm
xeryus_1: lovely cheeks i must admit.........smiles
Gabriela92: leaving the money there...
Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the waistband of the panties, one at each hip...
xeryus_1: i see u keep v fit too Lucy.........
pvclucygirl: blushes, ty xer
Gabriela92: pushes the panties down my thighs to just above my knees...
slimdugg: oooh my
Gabriela92: moves my feet apart, stretching the panties horizontally across between my
knees....
Gabriela92: keeping my buns tight, still holding Slim's tip....
slimdugg: blushes
Gabriela92: turns my backside to the group....
xeryus_1: I wonder if as a p/trainer id get some work with the working girls ............keep
those buns tight........smiles
Gabriela92: bends forward at the waist and reaches back between my legs, catching the
money as it falls when the bending makes my cheeks spread a little.....
pvclucygirl: eyes glued on that hot butt
slimdugg: yess
Gabriela92: drags the money slowly down my ass crack... and slooooooowwwwwwly across
my moneymaker....
pvclucygirl: purrs softly
Gabriela92: drops the cash on the stool next to the earlier tips....
slimdugg: claps for gabi
Gabriela92: dances slowly to the music, nothing on but my strappy black heels, jewelry, and
a smile.....
slimdugg: smiles big
Gabriela92: rubs my backside up against the pole.....
Gabriela92: sliding it between my buns and rubbing up and down....
ryan_s: hii
Gabriela92: spins halfway around, turns, and rubs it between my breasts....
Gabriela92: gathers up my clothes and tips, takes a dramatic bow, and retreats behind the
curtain....
slimdugg: wooo hoo gabi
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

cashlover: applauds
pvclucygirl: applauds

gabi

Gabriela92: comes back to receive the applause, taking
kennyw_3: feels like we are watching gabi transform
pvclucygirl:

another bow....

wooo hooo

slimdugg: claps louder
cashlover: still working on getting my tongue
pvclucygirl: giggles, i know what you mean cash

back in my mouth...

Gabriela92:

glad you enjoyed it, thank you everyone.

Gabriela92:

giggles and hops off the stool, taking Rodeo's hand and pulling her to the dance

floor....

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmmm what a tune wiggles my hips and stands
Gabriela92: takes position behind Rodeo.....
Gabriela92: pressing my pelvis tight against her smooth, round tushy.....
sweet_rodeo_girl: moves to Gabi smiles and rubs my ass back to You
Gabriela92: puts my arms around her, my hands flat on the front of her thighs...
sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls my hips left and right as my hands squeezes my knees and thighs
sweet_rodeo_girl: archs my back as we move with the beat
D r a z: two naughty little girls
Gabriela92:

flexes my knees, rubbing myself up and down Rodeo's back....

garrett523Gabriela92: moving my hands up and down her thighs in the same motion....
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at garrett as my ass sways side to side while my arms raise over my head making my
shirt slide open some
garrett523: returns rodeo's wink and smiles watching the sexy women
Gabriela92: moves my hands up over her pelvis, slipping under the shirt and rubbing her

tummy underneath....

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head with the music an rocks my hips up and back as Gabi's hands tug my shirt up
my creamy thighs more
Gabriela92: sways side to side... smoky beat moving me....
sweet_rodeo_girl: tilts my head an moansss in her ear
Gabriela92: looks down over Rodeo's shoulder, my boobs pressed into her upper back...
Gabriela92: slowly unbuttons the front of her shirt, until it hangs loosely open...
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at Gabi rolls my hips right left and right with the rhytum while my top shows off more
of my boobs as it opens and closes as i move
garrett523: smiles seeing the bared flesh
garrett523:

very very sexy ladies

D r a z: winks at gabri and rodeo
Gabriela92: places my hands on the outside of the shirt, just under the breasts...
sweet_rodeo_girl: pushs my ass back as it slwly movs with your hips
garrett523: dancing to one of the sexiest tunes as well... goddamn
Gabriela92: takes a generous handful.... gently lifting...
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head back whispersss an sways my hips as her soft warm hands slide under my
shirt
Gabriela92: lays my fingertips on the sides of Rodeo's neck...
Gabriela92: lets them slide lightly and slowly down her neck....
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as the music changes rocks my hips with the new beat
Gabriela92: rubs her delicate collarbones with the fingertips....
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my shoulders so my top shows off more of my creamy white tummy
garrett523: walks across the dance floor towards the bar. trying to catch a glimpse

at the
sexy ladies as he passes near
Gabriela92: pivots our bodies slowly as Garrett passes, keeping Rodeo pointed directly at
him....
garrett523: slows as he gets near obviously enjoying the show
sweet_rodeo_girl: moves with Gabi's touch as my hips and ass moves with the song draz is playing an smiles at
garrett
Gabriela92: grasps the edges of the shirt right at breast level, and fans it open and closed a

few times, flashing Rodeo's sexy bra at Garrett....
garrett523: is completely distracted. almost as if he forgot about going towards the bar
D r a z: smiles as the girls move seductively to the music

garrett523: looks rodeo up and down and smiles. very nice ma'am
sweet_rodeo_girl: prrssssssss garretts name as my shirt is pulled open and flashs my bar as he stands still
sweet_rodeo_girl: bra
Gabriela92: lets the shirt hang again, but drags my fingers slowly down Rodeo's sternum....
sweet_rodeo_girl: prsss and sways with the beat
sweet_rodeo_girl: tilts my head back prrsssssss in her ear so do youuuu
Gabriela92: fingertips lightly drum on the exposed flesh of the tops of Rodeo's boobs, above

the edge of the bra cups....

sweet_rodeo_girl: raises my arms over my head sways them and lets my top open and close to show off my bra
and creamy hips and tummy as Gabi's hands make me feel so sexy
Gabriela92: while Rodeo's arms are overhead, I slide my hands down her ribcage, from her

armpits to her hips...
Gabriela92: back up again....
Gabriela92: and down... so lightly I can feel the little peach fuzz brushing over the ridges in
my fingerprints......
Gabriela92: Thank you, Garrett.....

sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls my hips side to side an pushs my ass back to Your hips softly moansss as my boobs push
my bra out more
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles back at Gabi while my hips move left right left and right
Gabriela92: runs my hands around randomly on Rodeo's flat, toned tummy....
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmm i will need help after Gabi is done with me
Gabriela92: waves to Kenny with a free hand, keeping my other on Rodeo's navel....
sweet_rodeo_girl: pprrrrrrrrss as i mirror your moves letting your hands go where they want
kennyw_3: hey gabi
sweet_rodeo_girl: hello kenny and bobo
kennyw_3: hey rodeo
xx-bobo-xx: hiya rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: archs my back as my arms stay over my head as it sways side to side between them
D r a z: this will finish rodeo off
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmmm draz winks at him an thrusts my hips up and back
D r a z: winks at rodeo
Gabriela92: reaches around behind me, and unzips my skirt....
Gabriela92: then unzips Rodeo's, too....
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles and tilts my head so i can bite gabi's ear as the tune makes me rock my hips and
push back harder
Gabriela92: reaches down our legs and grasps the hems of both skirts together...
Gabriela92: tugs down with my left hand a little....
Gabriela92: tugs down with my right...
Gabriela92: tugs down with my left...
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as my skirt falls down around my ankles
Gabriela92: moves us sideways to step out of our fallen skirts....
sweet_rodeo_girl: kicks it free as my hips rock in circles winks at bobo aand pushs my ass back to gabi's hips
Gabriela92: turns my back to Rodeo and presses our buns together firmly....
D r a z: smies watching the girls rock to the beat
Gabriela92: rubbing sideways.....
Gabriela92: rubbing up and down....
sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles waves my fingers at draz as my ass sways with Gab's
Gabriela92: swiveling hips to rub in an oval...
D r a z: smilles at rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: rubs and pushs back so we touch an rolls in circles
Gabriela92: runs my fingers up and down our legs...
Gabriela92: crosses my arms...
sweet_rodeo_girl: thrusts my hips up and she pushs back moanss and cups my breasts in my hands
Gabriela92: grasps the bottom of my tank top...
Gabriela92: peels it up my torso.... over my boobs... off my shoulders....
sweet_rodeo_girl: squeezes my boobs archs my back and lets my ass move with Gabi's
Gabriela92: keeps our panty-clad bottoms rubbing together...
sweet_rodeo_girl: opens and closes my top flashing draz and bobo
Gabriela92: flings my tank top backhand into Bobo's lap...
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at Gabi as tease them and rubs our butts together
D r a z: eyes on the exposed breasts as they moveslowly together

rubs my palms and fingers flat over my tummy.... my bra cups.... my
shoulders....
Gabriela92:

sweet_rodeo_girl: bumps my ass lifts my top up and off tosses it at Draz
Gabriela92: moves them down to lay flat on the sides of Rodeo's hips....
Gabriela92: smoothly rubbing up and down her hips and thighs....
D r a z: catches the top ,......feels the heat of her body and folds it ...pts it behind the
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles rolls my hips as i push back to Gabi as my hands squeeze my knees
Gabriela92: reaches to the top of my panties, just behind my hips....
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head back winks and moanss Gabi's name as my hips sway to the new beat
Gabriela92: pushes the back of them down my buns....
sweet_rodeo_girl: turns around claps my hands as my eyes look at a sweet ass infront of me
Gabriela92: slaps my own buns as Rodeo watches....
sweet_rodeo_girl: bites my lip softly slaps it and looks back at the d/j
Gabriela92: wiggles my buns side to side....

bar

D r a z: wooo ............ wooo ...........woooo
Gabriela92: pushes in from the sides, squeezing them together....
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmm gabi wiggles my butt as if its getting spanked
Gabriela92: walks close to Rodeo...

Gabriela92: lays my hand on her backside, as if I'm measuring her up for a swat....
sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs Your hips and rocks my hips as my lips kisses up and down Your spine to tease you
some
Gabriela92: wiggles my hips at the kisses on my spine....
sweet_rodeo_girl: bends you over presses my hips to your ass rolls side to side and whispers spank me
Gabriela92: turns back to Rodeo....

rubs my right hand around on the left bun.....
then on the right...
Gabriela92: hmmmm, which one to choose?????
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my ass an slides my hands down each of my long legs
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmm Gabi wiggles my shoulders as my cheek push up
xx-bobo-xx: got to b the left one first gabie lol
Gabriela92:

cheeks....

runs my fingertips up and down the slight indentation in the fabric between her

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles he speaks
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head back winks at Gabi
Gabriela92: pulls a nearby chair over....
D r a z: take me home
Gabriela92: sets it in front of Rodeo, with the back toward her...
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and looks at the chair
Gabriela92: bends her over the chair, making her grasp the seat on both sides....
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmm leans over a smy finger grip the chairs seat and wiggles my ass at Her
sweet_rodeo_girl: this is gonna get good
Gabriela92: hooks the waistband of Rodeo's panties with just one fingernail on each

hand....

sweet_rodeo_girl: ppprss as my eyes close and spreads my feet apart
Gabriela92: slowly drags the fingernail down each bun, leaving

a slight but noticeable

scratch....

sweet_rodeo_girl: gasps squirms and pushs my ass up more
Gabriela92: leaves the waistband at the bottom of her
Gabriela92: pats each bun lightly, testing their
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and squirms with each pat
Gabriela92: then a slight grab of each side....

buns....
firmness....

Gabriela92: squeezing....
sweet_rodeo_girl: grips the chair and winks at Draz
D r a z: winks
xx-bobo-xx: watches intensly as i sit in the sweet fragance coming from gabies top
Gabriela92: stands off to the side, giving Draz and Bobo a clear view of the gorgeous,

smooth, round ass, the panties barely hanging on the bottom edge....
Gabriela92: lays my hand flat on the left cheek....
Gabriela92: draws it away...
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my ass tosses my head back and smiles at Gabi
Gabriela92: brings it down with a quick, loud snap on the bare
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmmm one

skin....

Gabriela92: and again...
sweet_rodeo_girl: oh twooooo
sweet_rodeo_girl: squirms
Gabriela92: then to the right cheek...
xx-bobo-xx: mmmmmmmmmmm yer leavin nice small handprints on her buns gabie
sweet_rodeo_girl: we will have to finish this later then
Gabriela92: gets down on my knees....
sweet_rodeo_girl: licks my lips and grips the chairs seat wiggles my ass at kelli as i look down at Gabi
Gabriela92: gets a good close look at the impact marks so far....
Gabriela92: hmmm.... looks just about
D r a z: smiles ,,ok girls well done
sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhhhhh drazzzzzzzzz

right.....

Gabriela92: turns my stool and looks at Rodeo....
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as i swing in the recliner
Gabriela92: holds up the bottle of lotion, looking quizzically....
sweet_rodeo_girl: puts my drink down and looks at Gabriela
websterace3: looks at the two lovely ladies
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my toes as my knees bend some
Gabriela92: reaches down and lifts both of Rodeo's legs, setting

her heels over my thighs....

websterace3: looks at Rodeos toes mmmmmmmmm
latics75: how come is it when use a tablet can see cams then on lappy
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles slides down so my feet slide where she can reach them
Gabriela92: try tech support, Latics; LOL
latics75: more like they want more upgrade lol

only few secs lol

websterace3: you
Gabriela92: turns

got it Latics
the lotion bottle upside down, squeezing out a long, winding stream of
creamy liquid from the bottom of Rodeo's shorts to her ankles....
latics75: not dum as i look then
Gabriela92: then starting from her other ankle, and squeezing on up her leg to the shorts....
websterace3: looks over at the two and sucks on my ice cube
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles and pushs up onto my elbows so i can lok into your eyes as my hips move with your
touch
Gabriela92: snaps the bottle closed and sets it on the bar.
Gabriela92: takes my hands and lays them in the lotion on Rodeo's right thigh....
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at you as my head lays back sucking my tongue to keep from making sounds
Gabriela92: smoothly rubs in oval motions over the top of her leg....
Gabriela92: making a creamy film on the skin....
websterace3: mmmmmmmmmm
Gabriela92: then smoothing it down both sides... inner and outer thigh...
sweet_rodeo_girl: lifts eachone smiles and tilts my head as i push up to look at what your doing
Gabriela92: cradles her right calf in my left hand while my right hand rubs lotion

right knee....
Gabriela92: behind the knee....
Gabriela92: back of the thigh....

into her

sweet_rodeo_girl: gasps as you find one of my weak spots
sweet_rodeo_girl: opens my eyes wider wets my lips and bites the tip of my tongue
Gabriela92: smoothing the wiggly stream down the front of the shin....
Gabriela92: around the top of the ankle....
Gabriela92: up the back of the calf to the knee again....
Gabriela92: back down the calf to her heel....
websterace3: turns the fans on as the heat builds up
Gabriela92: into the sole of her foot.....
Gabriela92: over the top of the foot...
sweet_rodeo_girl: prrrrssssssss as my head sways with the music as my skin tingles from the lotion and the
soft fingertips
Gabriela92: pointing my index finger and pushing the lotion down in between each pair of

toes....

Gabriela92: rotating my finger slightly as I
sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles looks around the room

do....

Gabriela92: kneading the creamy liquid into the toes....
websterace3: smiles
sweet_rodeo_girl: pushs my foot to your hand that tickles
Gabriela92: looks at the glistening, smooth, supple right leg, from foot to hip.....
Gabriela92: switches my attention to the left leg, this time starting from the foot....
Gabriela92: rubs my palm and fingers around on the top of the foot.....
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head back smiles and grips the side of the seat i am on
Gabriela92: kneads the lotion in... instep... ball of foot...toes.... between

toes...... ankle....

Gabriela92: heel....
websterace3: watches Gabrielas hands work
Gabriela92: both hands encircling the shin and calf, rubbing the lotion up and down....
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at you.....wiggles as i try to lay still
Gabriela92: rubbing into the slightly scaly skin we all get on our knees....
sweet_rodeo_girl: bites and sucks more on my tongue
Gabriela92: both sides of the knee, and behind it....
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my head back turns it at the super quiet room then look back at gabriela
Gabriela92: then fingertips and thumbs in circles moving in opposite rotations on the top

of

the left thigh...
websterace3: watching mmmmmmmmmmmm
Gabriela92: smoothing the lotion down the sides...
Gabriela92: around and under the back side of the thigh...
websterace3: watches Rodeos body quiver
Alert: An admin left the room: trisha_29
Gabriela92: running low on lotion,

I squeeze a little more from the bottle into the palm of
my left hand....
websterace3: goes to the back and gets more lotion for Gab
sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmm ty Gabi wiggles ass as i feel your warm hands work the lotion in more
websterace3: walks over to Gab and hands her another bottle
websterace3: walks

back to my booth

Gabriela92: lifts Rodeo's calves up onto my shoulders
sweet_rodeo_girl: parts my lips gasps and looks into Gabriela's eyes
Gabriela92: rubs the lotion into the back of her smooth, taut

thighs....

websterace3: sits back in my booth watching
Gabriela92: letting my fingers just graze under the bottom hem of her short shorts...
websterace3: ohhhhhh my
sweet_rodeo_girl: bucks my hips up smiles and pushs my ass into your hands as my back pushs down into the
chair
Gabriela92: reaching under and around her thighs to rest my hands on the top, smoothing

the skin....

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head but moves in your hands
sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhhhh yes
websterace3: dam it is getting so hot in here
Gabriela92: letting my fingertips lightly drift up and

down the inside of the thighs, from
knees to the inseam of those shorts.....
websterace3: my eyes follow Gabs fingers mmmmmmmmmmmm
Gabriela92: turning my head to the right slightly, to softly kiss the inside of her left thigh,
just above the knee.... both smelling and tasting the floral-scented lotion on her smooth
skin.....
Gabriela92: shifting my head to the left, and kissing the right thigh the same way....
websterace3: moves around in my booth trying to stay calm
sweet_rodeo_girl: gasps and pushs back more making my ass lift higher into the air
websterace3: breathing faster now
Gabriela92: forces my fingertips under Rodeo's firm buns, feeling her smooth,

press the fabric of her shorts into my hands....
websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhh my
Gabriela92: wiggling my fingers on the back pockets of her shorts....
sweet_rodeo_girl: opens my eyes moansssss and uses my shoulders to push up m ore
Gabriela92: kisses a few inches higher on the inside of the right thigh....
Gabriela92: a few inches higher on the left....
Gabriela92:

still higher on the right...

round tushy

websterace3: looks over at the two lovely ladies and winks
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles grips the chairs arms mmmm gabiiiiiii
Gabriela92: turns my head right, toward the left thigh....
websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhh my
Gabriela92: slowly sticks out my tongue so that Rodeo can clearly see it....
sweet_rodeo_girl: pprrrrrrrrrrrs as i look at one hot little tongue
websterace3: closes my eyes thinking how that must feel
Gabriela92: traces a little circle on the taut tendon stretching out of her shorts

to the

muscle on the inside of her leg....

sweet_rodeo_girl: squirmssssssssss like crazyyyyy
sweet_rodeo_girl: bucks my hips up and closes my eyes tight
Gabriela92: turns my face to the middle, and runs my

nose up and down the stitching of the
center of her short shorts....
websterace3: walks over and holds Rodeo so she doen't fall off her chair
sweet_rodeo_girl: cant help it grabs her head bucks my hips up and screamssssssssssssss yessssssssssssss
kennyw_3: back
websterace3: wow
websterace3: wb

lets Rodeo's legs slowly slide down off my shoulders... steps in close until my
chest presses firmly into hers... takes her face between my hands.....
Gabriela92: lets my lips touch her mouth, ever-so-lightly....
Gabriela92:

sweet_rodeo_girl: whimperssssssssssssssssss goddddddddddddddddddd baby
sweet_rodeo_girl: kisses her as my whole body presses against hers
Gabriela92: shaking my head slightly left and right, letting our soft

side to side....
websterace3: goes back to my booth
Gabriela92: kisses her on the chin, firmly and wetly...
Gabriela92: then on the throat...
Gabriela92: finally between the collarbones....

sweet_rodeo_girl: licks my lips prrssss and grips the arms harder to keep still
Gabriela92: stands and smiles.... I guess that should take care of

for a while.....
websterace3: nice

lips tickle each other,

your dry skin on the legs

sweet_rodeo_girl: gasps yessss ty
sweet_rodeo_girl: tries to stand but slumps back into the chair
Gabriela92: saunters back behind the bar....
websterace3: Rodeo you need a drink
Gabriela92: opens the cooler... finds some of the juice blend Draz made for Rodeo....
sweet_rodeo_girl: not riight now ty webster
Gabriela92: pours a tall glass and places it in front of her for when she's ready....
websterace3: ok
Gabriela92: pours myself another ginger ale....
Gabriela92: get you anything, Webster?
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at sexy Gabriela thanks
websterace3: hands Gab a fifty for Rodeo and her drinks
websterace3: no I am good with my ice water right now ty
Gabriela92: ok, cool.
websterace3: have to calm down
Gabriela92: was that enjoyable, Rodeo?
websterace3: takes a deep breath
websterace3: I think Rodeo is trying to recover
sweet_rodeo_girl: very much so
sweet_rodeo_girl: sorry we made some ppl leave
websterace3: don't be sorry it was very sexy
Gabriela92: I think it was just their time, not what we were
Gabriela92: brb... going to hat up.
sweet_rodeo_girl: ok
websterace3: I an sure no one would leave seeing you tow
websterace3: two

websterace3: wb
sweet_rodeo_girl: i need to change clothes

doing.

Gabriela92: ty
websterace3: winks

at Rodeo

Gabriela92: oh, whatever for, Rodeo? <raises eyebrow>
sweet_rodeo_girl: skips to the back room winks at webster and gives Gabriela a soft kiss on her right cheek as i
pass by her
websterace3: I didn't spill my water
Gabriela92: maybe she did; LOL
websterace3: lol
websterace3: I don't think it was water he he
sweet_rodeo_girl: what i am wearing guys is making me sweat
Gabriela92: ah, OK
Gabriela92: can't have that
sweet_rodeo_girl: if u must know
websterace3: oh ok Rodeo winks
Gabriela92: peeks around the corner into the changing room as
sweet_rodeo_girl: i found something so much cooler to wear when im here
websterace3: watches Gab peek
Gabriela92: just as I suspected.... she looks great
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as i hear someone behind me

Rodeo disrobes...

naked.

websterace3: wonders what Rodeo found
websterace3: I bet she does
sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my bare tush at the noise
Gabriela92: rocks my head with the wiggle...
Gabriela92: prays that she has to bend over to get the bottoms over her feet...
websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmm
sweet_rodeo_girl: slips on my white zip up top a pair of black panties a red bra and lime green pair of shorts for
color
websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhh my
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around just in time to see Gabriela run back to her seat
Gabriela92: knows I was caught looking, but returns to the main room with a big smile.
sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles and bumps the door closed with my hip as i turn the light off
websterace3: watches Rodeo walk back in
Gabriela92: sits on my stool acting oblivious, looking off into the distance innocently
websterace3: that sure looks cooler
sweet_rodeo_girl: finds my drink smiles at who is left and takes a much needed sip
websterace3: smiles back
sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhh good tuneeeeeeeeeeeee
websterace3: sips more of my ice water
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as i hide my smile with the glass and looks at Gabi in the mirror so webster doesnt
catch me
websterace3: doesn't look at Rodeo looking at Gab he he
Gabriela92: leans over... kisses a girl.... likes it....
sweet_rodeo_girl: i think everyone should kiss a girl once
sweet_rodeo_girl: and more if they liked it
websterace3: I like kissing girls he he
Gabriela92: hops down off the stool with a giggle...

I've got a little work to do, but hope to
be back later tonight... pinches Rodeo's tight little ass.... waves at Webster.... shrugs at
Kenny.....
sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhhhhhhhh loves this video
websterace3: oops me and my big mouth

kennyw_3: hey gabi
Gabriela92: see ya later, everyone.
sweet_rodeo_girl: awwwwwww wiggles at the pinch
Gabriela92: I love this song, yes.
websterace3: bye Gab tc
Gabriela92: haven't seen the video.
Gabriela92:

kk, kisses, everyone

Scarlett’s Dances
scarlett2angel: *grabs katie pulls her into a dark corner and has my way with her*
scarlett2angel: *kisses and nibbles her neck and shoulder as my hands roam over her
karate820: Watches the corner where they disappeared
thatgirl1: *giggles roams her body with my hands*
JT_9406: *reaches over to the switch and dims the

body*

lights*
her against the wall moansss and nibbles down her neck while my
hands squeeze her hips *
karate820: Lol stag
thatgirl1: *grabs her cheeks and squeezes them in my hands pulls her closer*
karate820: Adjusts in my chair
stagforyou_1: not saying that scarlett said she was only wearing a sash at that time...lol
scarlett2angel: *pprsssssssss as my hips and breasts crush against hers as my knee rubs
between her long legs*
scarlett2angel: shhhhhhhhhh stag
scarlett2angel: *moans as my knee rubs up an down as my lips teases her neck and right
breast *
thatgirl1: *pushes against her leg and rolls my hips pulling her in closer to me with my hands*
scarlett2angel: *mmmmmmmmmmm katieeeee wiggles her against the wall harder and
smiles as my lips close around her skin tugs and waits for those two words*
thatgirl1: *giggles flicks her earlobe with my tongue and whispers in her ear*
stagforyou_1: locks the freezer door...dont want it popping open and getting thawed as it
spots scarlett & katie....
scarlett2angel: prsssssssss winks and kisses katies sweet lips an looks into her eyes
D r a z: watches as the girls say hello to each other
thatgirl1: *kisses scarletts lips back and looks in her eyes*
greygriffin20: salutations are important draz
karate820: Most umm passionate hello I've seen
scarlett2angel: winks at katie lowers my knee nips on the tip of your tongue as my hands
grip your hips more *
thatgirl1: *giggles pushes on her knee and slides my fingers up her sides*
D r a z: salutations have turned to stimulations
karate820: Lol.
scarlett2angel: *pprsssssssss an lets you pull me back to your soft body....rolls my hips up
and back as my hair sways across my butt*
thatgirl1: *whispers in her ear*
stagforyou_1: i should stop perving..but it is the only hobby i got left...lol
karate820: Lol
D r a z: laffs
stagforyou_1: sits back & keeps gob shut
scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm katie smiles nods my head to her whisper
thatgirl1: *giggles*
scarlett2angel: slides my hands down to your ass pulls you closer and lets my fingers
squeeze as we move around in circles more
thatgirl1: mmmm
scarlett2angel: *mmmmmmmmm woman can bump and grind too *
thatgirl1: *circles my hips in yours slowly rocking*
scarlett2angel: *smiles rocks my hips side to side as my tummy bumps and grinds in circles
*
thatgirl1: *bumps and grinds against your hot body*
scarlett2angel: *archs my back as my hips sway side to side..my hands squeezes your ass
more and lets my hair hang down my back as my breasts brush against yours as we move
together*
D r a z: you think we are in control here ?
the girls are
thatgirl1: *pushes my breasts to yours and rubs them over yours feeling as our nipples harden circles
my hips in small circles with yours*
scarlett2angel: *pushs

scarlett2angel: *winks and whispers to katie *
thatgirl1: *grins and nods at her whisper* i believe

so yes
prsssssssssss as my hips move with yours an lets my hands slide up
your back tugs and rolls my hips with yours as our nipples harden from all the rubbing*
thatgirl1: mmmmm *sliding my hands up your sides and brushes across your tummy riding up to
under your breasts*
scarlett2angel: *winks...closes my eyes and lets my fingers grip the small of your back*
thatgirl1: *grins and touches the bottom of your breasts with my thumbs dragging my hands back
down along your hips and squeezes*
stagforyou_1: wb karate
scarlett2angel: *bumps and grinds my tummy and thigh against katie.....smiles tosses my
head back so my breasts push up into her soft hands and lets my hips sway with the
beat*
stagforyou_1: who needs porno films when we got .........
thatgirl1: mmmmm *feels her hips swaying to the beat against my hands*
scarlett2angel: *mmmmmmm letting our bodies talk smiles into her eyes while the men just
sit there*
thatgirl1: *looks over at the men*
D r a z: winks at katie
karate820: Smiles. Gets up. Moving the girls on the dance floor.
thatgirl1: *winks back at Draz leaning toward scarlett and kisses the side of her neck up to her ear*
scarlett2angel: *prssssssssss as my hips grind in tighter smaller circles and lets my lips talk
now without saying a word*
karate820: Hips certainly do not lie
scarlett2angel: *rocks my head side to side as my fingers cup each of her soft ass cheeks
pulls and moanssss katiee*
thatgirl1: *feels her grind in smaller circles against me running my hands from her hips down the
sides of her thighs*
D r a z: they dance when the mood takes them.......my job is to just ensure they dont get
disturbed and provide the music
thatgirl1: *roaming around to her inner thighs and up closer to her warmth*
stagforyou_1: smiles
scarlett2angel: *winks at draz,,runs my hands up and down the soft skin..spins katie around
so my hands can caress her tummy then each of her breasts under her top*
D r a z: smiles at the wink as the girls dance
thatgirl1: *nips at her ear and drags my wet tongue along her cheek to her chin*
scarlett2angel: *prsssssssssss into your ear rocks my hips with yours and pushs against
your back as my hands slide up just under each breast to tease the men more *
D r a z: insatiable girls
thatgirl1: *pushes my chest forward and in your hands feeling your touch as we tease the men*
scarlett2angel: *mmmmmm baby winks at karate as my hands slide up under katies top
squeezes and lets my lips nibble on her right ear*
karate820: Adjusts in my chair
stagforyou_1: taking some adjusting karate...why not just sit on the floor..lol
thatgirl1: mmmmm scarlett *grins at karate and circles my bottom back and then inward again*
karate820: Blinks hard. Eyes watching every movement
karate820: Lol
scarlett2angel: *giggles as my tummy grinds and moves in circles as my hands caress you
more making your top slide up some*
stagforyou_1: ...got match sticks keeping eyes open , dont want to blink then miss
something mmmmm
D r a z: smiles to see the writhing of the bodies matches the beat
karate820: No doubt. Blink and it might be over
thatgirl1: *throws my head back sways my hips to the beat as my top rides up along my ribs*
scarlett2angel: *mmmmm katie rocks my body up and back with yours..tilts my head winks
at draz and lets my lips and fingers nibble and squeeze her breasts harder *
karate820: Watches the smooth toned tummy become exposed
scarlett2angel: *softly

mmmmmm *smiles as she nibbles and squeezes me in places roaming my hands around to
her belly and rubs her slowly*
scarlett2angel: *smiles an tugs on your ear....rocks my hips up and back while the beat
makes me push harder against the sweet ass ..mmmmm katiee*
thatgirl1: *leans in and whispers*
D r a z: the girls do like to know that you are watching and they are affecting you
stagforyou_1: coughs ...yep they are Draz
karate820: They have no idea how they are affecting me.
stagforyou_1: glad i got a cooling mat for laptop...cooling me as well
thatgirl1: *giggles at karate's comment* oh yes we do
scarlett2angel: *pprssssssssss rolls my hips with the beat as my hands squeeze katei more
and lets my lips nip her neck more *
karate820: Winks at the girls
D r a z: smiles at the girlsas they cling to each other ......they know what they do for
sure
thatgirl1: *circles my fingers slowly teasing her skin*
scarlett2angel: has no idea how that is helping stag
karate820: And what they do they do very well
thatgirl1: *winks at Grey and Draz*
greygriffin20: *winks in response, with a smile*
scarlett2angel: *smiles and lets katie's touch make my hips grind in harder circles while my
fingertips tease her nippled under her top and crush mine against her back*
D r a z: winks back at katie and scarlett ...... watching their body infected by their
sensuality.....
karate820: Moistens my dry lips. Trying to close my mouth
thatgirl1: *wriggles my fingers against her warm body and rocks back against her*
stagforyou_1: infected me with their sensuality mmmm
scarlett2angel: *squirmssss and rubs my fingertips up and down your sexy body as my hips
rock side to side*
thatgirl1: *leans in breathing against your ear whispering naughty things into it*
scarlett2angel: *pprssssssss and starts breathing heavy as my body moves with your touch
*
thatgirl1: *slides my fingers up your tummy and over your breasts to your lips smooth glides them
softly over them*
scarlett2angel: *archs more grinding my hips as my hands squeeze harder making my
breasts press against your back an prsssssss into your ear*
thatgirl1: mmmmm *grinds my ass back against you in small hard circles*
scarlett2angel: *bites and tugs your ear...*
thatgirl1: mmmm *wiggles back in you*
scarlett2angel: *smiles at the room as my hips grind and sway with the beat of the song*
thatgirl1: *giggles watches her sway and grind*
D r a z: eyes not able to leave the sight of the two girls swaying
stagforyou_1: want couple of matches Draz?
D r a z: my eyes aregood ty stag
stagforyou_1: laughs
scarlett2angel: *pprsssssssss louder as my tits and hips grind against you letting my lips
kiss andtease your sweet neck more*
scarlett2angel: *mmmmm katie slides my hands down to your tummy pulls and thrusts my
hips with the song more *
thatgirl1: *grins at scarlett and rocks my hips around with hers*
D r a z: winks at katie and scarlett ....... as I sway behind the bar in unison with them
scarlett2angel: *smiles at grey you sure are quiet?....prsss in your ear as my hands slide
down to your thighs squeezes and moves with your hips *
greygriffin20: enjoying the sights and sounds
thatgirl1: *smiles at Draz bumps and grinds with scarlett*
scarlett2angel: *mmmmm suck u dry katie *
karate820: Perks @ sucking
thatgirl1:

thatgirl1: *giggles*
stagforyou_1: drooling
D r a z: finds I sway and pump to
scarlett2angel: *winks at the room

the beat as it builds
as my fingers tease her inter thighs pulls and rubs
eachone while my ass sways with the beat and thrusts my hips up and back*
thatgirl1: *wiggles into her body feeling her fingers tease my inner thighs rocking my ass back and
sways around forward*
stagforyou_1: winks back at scarlett
scarlett2angel: *whispers naughty things into katies ear..groanss and rocks with the music
while my hands open her thighs squeezes and grinds against her back harder*
D r a z: smiles as i think ofcomplicating the girls
thatgirl1: *grins at the naughty things whispered and cups her ass cheek in my hand squeezes*
scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm good tune drazzzzzz
scarlett2angel: *rocks my hips and whimpersss i want to fuck you like an animal *
thatgirl1: mmmmm
thatgirl1: *grins at scarlett*
scarlett2angel: the men sure got quiet
D r a z: smiles as i think of desicrating the girls
stagforyou_1: a lovely choice of words from 2 lovely ladies
D r a z: watching the hips driving into each oter to the beat
scarlett2angel: *whispers and moves my hips and fingers with katies movements *
thatgirl1: lol
karate820: The dance lessons of Katie and scarlett vol 1
scarlett2angel: *mmmmm katie wiggles and giggles at draz as my hips move up and back
using the bar to keep on my feet*
thatgirl1: *giggles and squeezes her cheeks in my hands grinding into her body*
thatgirl1: mmmmm scarlett
scarlett2angel: *pprsssssss and squirms between the bar and the sexy woman as her ass
grinds and makes me kiss her neck to stay quiet*
karate820: Watches the girls so close but so far.
thatgirl1: mmmmmmm yes
scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmmmm u bring me closer to godddddddddddd
thatgirl1: it's really hot in here
scarlett2angel: winks at karate and stag as we pprrrrrrrrrr and moves with the song
scarlett2angel: its because of draz
JT_9406: *finds myself a comfy seat at the bar*
thatgirl1: *giggles*
scarlett2angel: *winks at katie*
thatgirl1: *kisses scarlett on the lips*
stagforyou_1: such a sexy wink
karate820: Winks at the girls
scarlett2angel: dont get to close JT you might get wet
stagforyou_1: hi wallet
JT_9406: nothing wrong with getting a little wet
scarlett2angel: *prssssssssss turns to katie wiggles and kisses her again *
stagforyou_1: wet wet wet....and wettttttt
scarlett2angel: mmmm ty for the tease
thatgirl1: mmmmm thanks baby
D r a z: smiles and stands and aplauds the two girls ...............thanks girls ........ great tease
karate820: Claps. Applauding the girls
scarlett2angel: yw boss
stagforyou_1: should be us thanking you 2 girls
thatgirl1: *smiles*
karate820: Very sensual and seductive
stagforyou_1: joining in the applaus
scarlett2angel: *smiles and slips my middle finger between my lips *
thatgirl1: *grins at scarlett*

scarlett2angel: *mmmm....i dont
stagforyou_1: smiles at scarlet

need any ice coffee now*

karate820: watches scarlett
scarlett2angel: what are you thinking karate?
karate820: i'm thinking all kinds of things
scarlett2angel: like?
scarlett2angel: dont be

shy

karate820: like what it would be like to
scarlett2angel: why not come find out
D r a z: what happened to garrett
karate820: moves over to scarlett
scarlett2angel: holds out my hand as
karate820: takes your hand
scarlett2angel: i

dance with you

i move to the center of the room

have no idea draz
my hand into yours

scarlett2angel: smiles slips
karate820: pulls you close

karate820: puts one hand around your waist
karate820: slowly moving to the music
scarlett2angel: moves into your arms as my hips
karate820: smiles
scarlett2angel: smiles

and breasts touch your chest and tummy

as my hands slide up around your neck squeezes your shoulders as
you lead me around the floor
karate820: starts picking up the movements to the beat
karate820: giving you a twirl by the hand
karate820: moving quickly in circles
karate820: letting your hair swirl around you
scarlett2angel: winks spins out shaking my hips and hair as i twrill back into your strong
arms
scarlett2angel: winks at draz while my hips sway side to side and lets my fingertips squeeze
and tug your hair as we look into eachothers eyes
karate820: holds you close your back to my chest
D r a z: smiles at scarlett
karate820: my hands on your hips
scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass against you while my hands sway over my head lifting my
top up my tummy more
karate820: moves my hands up and down your body from behind
karate820: slowing down
karate820: barely moving as music varies
scarlett2angel: mmmmm karate slows my hips rolling them between your hands
karate820: feels your hips rolling and moving
karate820: picking the pace up again...turning you back around to face me
scarlett2angel: looks back over my shoulder smiles and lets your hands feel my soft skin as
my hips move in circles grinding with the beat of the song
karate820: kisses your neck...starting to grind you as the beat picks up
scarlett2angel: spins around grips your shoulders thrusts my hips up and back
karate820: moves my hands up and down your back...dancing as close as possible
karate820: hips and bodies moving together
scarlett2angel: bouncing my hips and right knee against yours..smiles and rocks my head
left and right sending my hair across my shoulders and tickles my ass with each
movement we make
scarlett2angel: tugs your hair smiles and rolls my hips as my tummy grinds left right and left
again
karate820: smiles whipping you in close turn to body
karate820: breathing heavy waiting for the next song

turns you to my back again
pressing into you
karate820: holding you close
scarlett2angel: shakes my head..smiles and pushes my hips to yours an rocks my
shoulders...while i grip your arms pulling you closer but lets you lead me around the floor
karate820: grinding a little harder into you
karate820: moving my hands down to your lower tummy and back up to just under your
bust
karate820: moving my hands over your arms and raising them with mine as we dance
scarlett2angel: moanssss tilts my head back..nips on your earlobe as my ass grinds back to
force you to move to the side some
karate820: adjusting my position alittle staying pressed against you
karate820: gives your ear a nibble in return
D r a z: hi kenny
scarlett2angel: mmmm waves my hands up over my head as my boobs push my top up more
rolling my hips an smiles at kenny
karate820: snapping hips back and forth
scarlett2angel: my hips sway with the beat of the song
karate820: swaying and grinding...holding your hips with my hands
karate820: moving them up your side
scarlett2angel: smiles and rolls side to side grinding back to you as my arms wave over my
head making my body arch and move with you
karate820: turns you...standing sligthly to the side...my leg between yours as we dance
close
scarlett2angel: rocks to one side smiles and moves to the other
karate820: making slow sensual circles around the floor..feeling my leg rub
scarlett2angel: turns smiles and tugs on your shirt collar...swings my hair so it flows over my
shoulders as i rock my hips harder side to side
karate820:
karate820:

Alert: rony_1_4 reddotted by: D r a z
karate820: feeling your sensual movements...moving
D r a z: min age 21 rony .....please amend

in sync to yours...thrusting a little

karate820: moving my hands darinly close to certain areas
scarlett2angel: smiles rocks side to side as my hands squeeze
karate820:
karate820:

you

your shoulders and neck
moves them quickly back
moves my hands to your back pulling your torso against me pressing against

scarlett2angel: archs to you rolling my hips back and
scarlett2angel: smiles at draz as the song gets faster
karate820: gives you a nip on the neck

forth

karate820: moving faster to beat
karate820: trying to keep up
D r a z: winks at scarlett
scarlett2angel: twrills

around fips my head and pushs back with my ass to karate while my
hair slaps my ass and back
karate820: smiles as i hold your lower back
scarlett2angel: smiles its been awhile karate rolls my hips and pushs against your tummy as
my eyes look deep into yours
karate820: i look into yours
karate820: as we move around the floor quickly
karate820: yes it has..sneaking a kiss
scarlett2angel: blows a kiss to the d/j as you move me around the dance floor making my
hips and hair move with the rhytum
karate820: loves the way your hair floats
D r a z: catches then kisss
D r a z: slips the kiss in the kiss box
scarlett2angel: smiles at karate as we dance closer letting my hips sway and grinds my
tummy to his singsssss give me a yellllllll
karate820: whispers

D r a z: hellll yeahhhhh
scarlett2angel: winks yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
karate820: lifts my head back yelllling
scarlett2angel: rocks against karate bumps

my boobs against your chest and yanks your hair
with both hands
karate820: gives you a sly grin..taking a handful of yours
karate820: give me a yellllllll
karate820: yanking it back
scarlett2angel: helllllllllllllllllll yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
D r a z: hellllllllll yeaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhh
scarlett2angel: rocks my hips an begs for more as you tug my long hair more
karate820: smiles
karate820: gives her hair another jerk
scarlett2angel: moanss and smiles as my lower body rocks side to side and lets my shoulders
shimmy back and forth
karate820: gives us a little separation dancing and turning watching as you shimmy and
shake
karate820: moves back close to you letting you shimmy against back against my chest
scarlett2angel: winks rocks side to side while my hands squeezes your butt so we are so
close while we look into eachothers eyes and grinds my chest to yours while my leg slides
between yours
karate820: grinds into your leg
karate820: letting my other grind into you
karate820: lifting my knee slightly
scarlett2angel: tugs your head back archs my back and grinds in a circle shaking my head as
your knee slides up the outside of my thigh
karate820: moving a hand to your ass...giving it a few good slaps
D r a z: tutut
karate820: smiles...moving my hand back to your hips
scarlett2angel: tutut?
karate820: it looks like rain
scarlett2angel: same here will stop my run if it does
D r a z: looks out the windiow it is too
D r a z: good job hereas its cleared the smog
karate820: continues moving with scarlett
karate820: covering the whole floor
scarlett2angel: steps back smiles at karate so how was that?
karate820: steps back
karate820: breathing heavily
karate820: that was quite fun
karate820: very enjoyable
scarlett2angel: smiles ty for the dances
D r a z: its good fun dancing
karate820: you are quite welcome
karate820: leading scarlett back to the bar hand around your waist
karate820: a drink
scarlett2angel: ty karate i could use one ty

Saphire’s Dances
moves to the steps leading into the cage looks around shakes my butt as i
walk up and steps in
dirtyrpgirl: wooooooooohooooooooooooooo saph !!!!
saphire_a_blaze: closes the cage door turns around
D r a z: watching as saph enters the cage
saphire_a_blaze:

winks at dirty as i slow spin around to see how much room i have
waves my arms over my head as my hips sway side to side bummping
against the cage bars
dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooooooooooooooooooo shake it saph !!!!!!!!!!!!!
saphire_a_blaze: shakes my hair back and forth against my back grabs the bars on the door
shakes them to make sure the door locked
D r a z: winks at spah as i bangout the beat on the bar top
saphire_a_blaze:
saphire_a_blaze:

RobinBarnes87:

watches saph in the cage, her sexy body swaying and shaking

sitting at the bar as i cross my right leg over my left...........watching saph start
to get fired up
saphire_a_blaze: turns around winks into the mirror an pulls my zipper down just enought to
let some air flow over my boobs as my hips move in small circles with the beat of the
tune
dirtyrpgirl:

daviddirects: relaxing..watching saphire move..
D r a z: smiles watching saph as she teases
saphire_a_blaze: snaps my fingers with the movement

of my hips right..left right...and left

again

stops as the beat gets faster shimmys my shoulders and rocks my hips up
and back
D r a z: snaps my fingers as i watch saph do her thing
dirtyrpgirl: taps my foot to the tune..................sipping my...................hey i dont have a
drink !!!!!!!.....giggles.................ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh Draz...........may i have a glass of
the bubbly?.........andrea got me kinda hooked on that stuff......giggles
D r a z: opens a bottle of Louis Roederer Cristal Rosé 2002 champagne and pours a flute
full and slides it over to dirty on a LAB coaster *winks
saphire_a_blaze: presses my tits between the bars winks at trish and slowly bounces up and
down making the bars make my boobs grow harder from the coldness of them
saphire_a_blaze: ponts around the room
saphire_a_blaze: wiggles my hips as my boobs rub between the bars as my head sways side
to side
saphire_a_blaze: drops to my knees smiles and archs my back to push my breasts between
the bars more while i push up with my feet making them slide up then down an sticks my
tongue out at dirty
dirtyrpgirl: giggles @ saph..................and sticks my tounge out back at her...........then licks
my lips as i watch her dancin in the cage
saphire_a_blaze: jumps up spins around bending over so the whole room can get the first
look at my baby blue panties as my skirt slides up my thighs while my hands run up and
down the back of my legs
D r a z: grinsto watch saphsbreastsjiggle asshe shakes thecage
saphire_a_blaze:

RobinBarnes87: rocks on my stool watching saph, sipping my Blue Velvet
dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooohooooooooooooooo saph !!!!!!!!! such cute panties !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
saphire_a_blaze: slowy turns so i can look at the quiet trish winks and unzips my skirt while

rockin my hips with the rhtyum of the song
D r a z: eyes on thetopsof saphs little leatherskirt
dirtyrpgirl: thumbs through the LAB pamphlet on the bar.............reading up on the
cage.............hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm says ya can get .......well nekkid.......giggling
saphire_a_blaze: thrusts my hips left then right as my head moves around in circles making
my hair brush against my back
RobinBarnes87: looks over dirtys shoulder, it
saphire_a_blaze: winks i didnt read that far

really does

D r a z: smilesaswewatch saph and the unzipped skirt
saphire_a_blaze: spins around tugs the zipper down and

lets the leather skirt fall to my feet
steps out of it and smiles at Robin
dirtyrpgirl: whispers into robin's ear................i was in there last night......giggles and leans
back to my barstool
RobinBarnes87:
dirtyrpgirl:

winks at saph and leans closer

now .................your doing it saph !!!!!!!!

saphire_a_blaze:

bars

twrils around shaking my baby blue ass at the men while my hands grip the

dirtyrpgirl: damn....how that ass fills
D r a z: woo hoo look at that ass
saphire_a_blaze:

them panties !!!!!!!...wooooooooohooooooooooooo

seeing trish is busy tilts my head and smiles at Robin can you give me a

hand ?

RobinBarnes87: watches saph shake her sexy ass
saphire_a_blaze: come up tot he cage door please
RobinBarnes87: I sure can, saph.
saphire_a_blaze: smiles and shimmys

my shoulders as i wink at dirty

RobinBarnes87: climbs up on the bar and goes to the door
dirtyrpgirl: wooooohoooooooooooooooo go robin !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
RobinBarnes87: swinging my hips to the beat
dirtyrpgirl: winks to saph
saphire_a_blaze: moves over

to the cage door licks my lips and presses my tits between the
bars as i whisper so only Robin can hear me
saphire_a_blaze: can you unzip my top dear ? stands still and look into Your eyes
RobinBarnes87: tweaks her nipples
dirtyrpgirl: watches as robin helps

with my fingers and turns my head to listen

saph..........swaying as i sit on the stool.sipping my

champagne
slimdugg: watching also oh wow
RobinBarnes87:

unhooks it

oh yes I can, reaches to unzip saph, sliding it down until it hits bottom then

RobinBarnes87: slides the two
saphire_a_blaze: grabs my top

sides apart, letting those sexy breasts breath

as Robin unzips it yanks it open and lets Her see my red bra
smiles and shakes my tits with the beat
RobinBarnes87: grins at the red bra
saphire_a_blaze: mmmm ty dear

D r a z: watches as saph teases the be out of bejeeezus
dirtyrpgirl: watching robins ass, as she stands in front of the

cage
rubs my hard nipples against the bars as my tongue wets my bottom lip
and makes my cheeks puff in and out
dirtyrpgirl: ya know.......damn..............I LOVE LAB !!!!!!!!!!.......grinning
D r a z: smiles a s i see the breasts barely able to be contained in the bra
saphire_a_blaze:

RobinBarnes87: turns
ryan_s: hey room

and winks back to dirty, shaking my ass

saphire_a_blaze: reaches through the bars grabs Robin hips smiles and pulls Her to me
slimdugg: oh yeahhhhhhhhhh
dirtyrpgirl: my eyes glued to robins ass..my head bobbing left to right with the beat of

the
tune and movement of that hot, hot ass
saphire_a_blaze: gives Her a wet kiss for the help
D r a z: grinswatching all the sexy women ......... then eyes on theshaking ass and jiggling
breasts of saph
RobinBarnes87:
RobinBarnes87:

presses myself against the bars and rocks with saph, hips shaking
always a pleasure

saphire_a_blaze: mmmmmmm to bad
D r a z: slaps the bar to the rythmn

the doors locked
......shake that thing saph
dirtyrpgirl: let me see ya shake that thing for meeeeeeeeee
saphire_a_blaze: spins around smacks my ass as the blue panties move up my ass when i
wiggle witht he song
RobinBarnes87:

myself

slides off the bar back onto my stool and takes a sip of my drink, fanning

dances around in the safe cage
wiggling on the stool as i watch both those hot shaking hiney's at the cage
D r a z: watches saph twerking that ass and jiggle her breasts
dirtyrpgirl: grins at robin........getting warm in here?........winks
slimdugg: mmmm
saphire_a_blaze:
dirtyrpgirl:

karate820: Slips into a spot at the bar turns and watches saph
saphire_a_blaze: presses my ass against the bars moving

them side to side and makes them
move up and down as if im bouncing
D r a z: let me see you shake that thing for me
dirtyrpgirl: dang......if ya dont move to this tune......you one dead mofo !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!....laughs
saphire_a_blaze: dirty did you read all the rules of the cage?
dirtyrpgirl: not sure saph...there was some "fine print".........giggles
saphire_a_blaze: winks did it say i could do this shakes my ass as i remove my bra tosses it
at karate an spins arpind letting my top stay on my shoulders
dirtyrpgirl: crazy little thang !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...............wooooooohooooooooooooooooooooooo
Centuritime: swings around, puts my elbows on the bar, watches the room action
karate820: Wohoo.,catches the bra
dirtyrpgirl: and ya can lose them panties too !!!!!!!!!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: ring a ding ding.......she's a crazy little thing.............
karate820: Smiles at saph. Nodding appreciatively
saphire_a_blaze: winks as my tits sway side to side as my hips rock with the rhytum of the
faster song
dirtyrpgirl: more more mor emore more moreeeeeeeeeeee
karate820: Wave it like you don't care
saphire_a_blaze: making my blue panties slide between my cheeks making it look even
smaller
saphire_a_blaze: giggles as i get crazy with my hips stops and looks out over the room
D r a z: grins at saph as she shake s all her mommy gav her
dirtyrpgirl: leans to robin................you looked so good shaking that butt over
there.............and doesnt saph's panties look good like that?
karate820: Watching the crazy hips
saphire_a_blaze: karate if you promise not to make a mess i have something you could do
for me
karate820: Tapping my fingers to the beat
dirtyrpgirl: flaunt it.................make the cowboys...............want it
D r a z: flaunt it saph ...you got it ........shake that thing
saphire_a_blaze: smiles and points to the door
karate820: Smiles I promise
karate820: Walks to the door
dirtyrpgirl: watches karate grinning...........
karate820: Wondering what she has in mind
saphire_a_blaze: looks over at dirty and Robin as hips way with the beat
D r a z: shake that thing saph
saphire_a_blaze: reaches through the bars tugs karates collar
dirtyrpgirl: i'm thinking your in for some strategic panty removal , karate.....laughs
RobinBarnes87: saphs
karate820: Lol at dirty

panties look good anytime lol

karate820: Moving as close as I can be
dirtyrpgirl: but.ya cant touch her !!!!!!!..lmaoooooooooooo
karate820: Oh I know.
dirtyrpgirl: winks
karate820: My hands

safely at my side
smiles and turns my back to the bars shimmys my shoulders and lets
karate grip the top of my white shirt winks back at him as i walk out of it
dirtyrpgirl: whooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo tush !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
saphire_a_blaze: spins around as he stands there holding my top
D r a z: woo hoo saph ........now we have all her assetts wiggling and jiggling
dirtyrpgirl: well thats a start karate !!!.........
karate820: Grins holding the empty shirt
karate820: Tucks the top into my back pocket
karate820: Loving the up close view
dirtyrpgirl: rocks on the stool.........sipping champagne and enjoying myself..........
saphire_a_blaze:

smiles at karate rolls my shoulders as my now naked breasts shine from
the lights shineing on them
D r a z: passes saph my stetson through the bars
saphire_a_blaze: slowly moves in circles while my fingers slide down my tummy
dirtyrpgirl: smiles @ Draz............she can leave her hat on................woohooooooooo
saphire_a_blaze: ty Draz flips it into the air spins around and lets it land on my head at a
slight tilt
D r a z: baby you can leave my hat on ...............
karate820: Very well done. Not sure what to do. Takes a few steps back
saphire_a_blaze: winks as my hips sway in circles as breasts thrust up and back making
them touch the bars eachtime i move my head
D r a z: watching as saph gives us a reason to live.....right there
Centuritime: ms blaze is special
saphire_a_blaze: slowly turns in the cage rolling my hips side to side licks the tips of my
fingers while the room watchs my ass move
karate820: More than special exotic
dirtyrpgirl: my finger tracing over the rim of the half empty chamagne flute as i watch
saph...........
Centuritime: tosses a few $20s in ms blaze's direction
karate820: Moves back to the bar retrieving my drink
karate820: Puts the shirt with the bra
dirtyrpgirl: well done karate.............winks
saphire_a_blaze: rubs them around each of my nipples making them stand out while my hips
rock in circles left then right
Centuritime: ms barnes is here? i didn't see her nic!
D r a z: shes her
dirtyrpgirl: how could you miss it,cent............damn she is sooo beautiful !!!
Centuritime: hello, ms barnes! ^5
D r a z: hi mick
Centuritime: she is the MOST beautiful!
saphire_a_blaze: turns my head to look at Robin smiles and shakes my finger as ifg saying
no no
saphire_a_blaze: rubs each nipple closes my eyes and lets my fingertips slide down my
tummy and down each of my thighs
saphire_a_blaze: stops as the music does
dirtyrpgirl: hiya larry.............smiles
saphire_a_blaze: looks out through the bars smiles hello larry
D r a z: looks over at saph as the music starts up again
karate820: Wohoo well done saph
karate820: Gives a clap
D r a z: watching her rock to adn from
saphire_a_blaze: rocks side to side a bit slower as my hair swishs back and forth against my
back
saphire_a_blaze: drops back to my knees whistles for the sexy rp to come here
D r a z: saph in the cage with bra and pants left on
saphire_a_blaze: Draz all i have left on is my panties
saphire_a_blaze: godd thats bad when the boss doesnt even watch me lol
dirtyrpgirl: grins and slips off of the stool............shaking my ass in the tight gold satin
dress.........walking to the cage.....smiling
D r a z: smiles as i watch the jiggling of saphs breasts in the lights
karate820: Lol
karate820: Waves the bra at draz
karate820: Its right here
saphire_a_blaze: winks at dirty leans against the bars
D r a z: rock me ......saph
saphire_a_blaze: tilts my head winks and presses m y tits against the bars as i give her a
sweet wet kiss
saphire_a_blaze:

my hands on the bars as i lean to the cage...kissing saph softly...your doing
great in there !!!!
dirtyrpgirl:

RobinBarnes87: claps my hands to the beat watching dirty and saph
saphire_a_blaze: lovely dress winks and brushs my boobs against yours

as i jump up and
shakes my ass in your face
karate820: Sips my drink continuing to watch
D r a z: poor centwe dont play his game
dirtyrpgirl: reaching my hands through the bars.the only thing is............as i put my hands in
the waistband of saph's panties......these got to cum off !!!!!!!!!
D r a z: smiles watching saph taping the beat out onthe bar
saphire_a_blaze: just so the room knows cent will never get my panties or anything else
dirtyrpgirl: kissing your butt as i tug at the back of your panties
dirtyrpgirl: laughs............
RobinBarnes87: lol poor cent
karate820: His loss
saphire_a_blaze: winks back at
dirtyrpgirl:

panties

my pantie puller
showing some of the top of saph's bare butt as i tug more at the back of her

have to be a gentleman for saphire
s adirty dirty dancer
think the room wants to see more of this !!!!!!!!!!! and as i say that..i slide the
back of saph's panties down
indyjones42:
D r a z: she
dirtyrpgirl: i

RobinBarnes87: watches dirty tugging on saphs panties
saphire_a_blaze: smiles at indy and wiggles as the curve

of my ass is shown while the air
flows over my cheeks
dirtyrpgirl: lol blonde..your good...unless ya want in the cage !!!!.........smiles
D r a z: woo hoo seeing the bare cheeks
dirtyrpgirl: squating at the outside of the cage as i lower saph's panties
saphire_a_blaze: leans over running my hands down my long legs smiles at dirty as she tugs
my panties down and off
RobinBarnes87: watches as saphs panties slide down those long legs
D r a z: smiles as we see the sexy saph dance as nature intended
saphire_a_blaze: winks at dirty slowly stands and turns to look down

at her
smiling as i let saph step out of her panties............standing up and twirling them
on my index finger as i walk slowly back to the bar........laying them on the bar and
sipping my champagne
karate820: Damn fingers
oz60nine: woohoo
dirtyrpgirl: now.she can dance nekkid !!!.huh robin?.......giggles
saphire_a_blaze: dances against the steel bars presses my tits between them and rocks my
head with the beat
karate820: Sips my drink smiling at the reveal
D r a z: woo hoo watching a saph shakes all she s got in the cage
dirtyrpgirl:

blonde_genius: smiles at larry
RobinBarnes87: laughs and watches
dirtyrpgirl: gotta
D r a z: uh uh

saph dance naked, swaying to the beat

just love the 'cage" huh Draz.......winks

blonde_genius: Draz any drink at any time...*slips the fifty toward the till
saphire_a_blaze: as i grip the bars my hands slide up making my breasts push

bars more an rolls my hips side to side as my right knee slides up the bar
dirtyrpgirl: yeps.......giggles
blonde_genius: I have
indyjones42: hi kate
dirtyrpgirl:

out

against the

to figure out why Pal won't let me look at profiles

smiling as saph's smooth mound rubs to the cage bars as she pokes her knee

archs my back letting my hair almost touch the floor as my hips grind
against the air
saphire_a_blaze:

karate820: Watching the hips rolling and hair swaying
kate3000: ita all happening here mmmmmmmm

rockin back and forth as the cold bars make parts of me stand out more
waves at her as my hips move with the beat of this song
saphire_a_blaze: grips the bars more as my thigh rubs and bumps against the cold steel
while i move with the rhytum up and down bouncing on my ankles and back up
dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i take the flute and sip it slowly....thank You sweety..............leans to
D r a z: watches saph as she dances in the cage
dirtyrpgirl: wooooohooooo spah ..shake that nekkid thang !!!!!!!!!!
saphire_a_blaze: moves to the cage door i could use that drink now Draz
D r a z: smiles as i walk over top tje door and holds up a LAB robe
saphire_a_blaze: ty Draz slips in on as i step out of the cage
dirtyrpgirl: stands and applauds saphire for her sexy cage dance
!!!!!!!!!!!......................wooooooooooooooooooohoooooooooooooooooo that was hot
sweetie !!!!!!!!!!!
D r a z: and walks saph back the the bar with a big protective arm round her
indyjones42: applauds
larry312o: dratts
saphire_a_blaze:
saphire_a_blaze:

RobinBarnes87:

whoooohoooo saph

kate3000: so hotttttttttttttttttttt
karate820: Hands saph her shirt
kate3000: sizzling
saphire_a_blaze: smiles at dirty and
karate820: Very well done
karate820: Would you like bra too?
RobinBarnes87:

Robin ty

winks at saph and blows her a kiss

dirtyrpgirl: kisses saph as
karate820: Applaudes saph

she walks over to the bar..............damn ya shaked that ass girl !!!

takes half a pineapple, an orange and handfull of cranberries slicing them and
liquidising them .... pouring in to a chilled glass with cubes of ice ... adding just a touch
of lime .. .. slides the glass on a LAB coaster .. your juice saph ..smiles and adds a bendy
straw *winks ............beautifully done saph
D r a z:

Sweet rodeo’s Dances
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles can i wear blue?
sweet_rodeo_girl: stands next to rather bumps hips and rocks my head with the beat
D r a z: if yu like sweert ,,,,,,,,, yu are a working girl
ratherbe: bumps back with sweet
AniRoy: hmm... So how type of chatting r u r liking here?
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Draz
D r a z: winks at sweet
sweet_rodeo_girl: bumps hips and dances around
ratherbe: watches as sweet dances around
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around in front of the d/j booth
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and waves my arms over my head
D r a z: that website tells you about the room roy
sweet_rodeo_girl: steps onto a cahir than a table looks at rather
sweet_rodeo_girl: chair
D r a z: watxhes sweet start to dance
sweet_rodeo_girl: dances around on the table rocking my hips side to side
ratherbe: keeps my eyes on sweet as she climbs up on the table
sweet_rodeo_girl: kicks my shoes off letting them fall to the floor
sweet_rodeo_girl: good morning indy

AniRoy: Howsweet her hips wave..
indyjones42: hi rodeo, you solve your computer problems?
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around letting my hair down while my hips thrust left and right
indyjones42: morning draz
sweet_rodeo_girl: i hope so
AniRoy: beutiful sweety u r beautiful..
ratherbe: shake it sweet shake it
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as i move around on the table my hipw moving with the rhytum of draz's song
sweet_rodeo_girl: twrills around thrusting my hips side to side while my arms lift over my head
sweet_rodeo_girl: letting my tummy be seen as my head rocks with the beat as i move around on the large
round table
D r a z: everyone welcome if they behave
sweet_rodeo_girl: waves at rather spins around and shakes my ass at him an snaps my fingers
D r a z: watches the sexy tummy ripple as rodeo moves around
ratherbe: checks out the smooth silky exposed skin of sweet's tummy as she rocks to the

beat with her hand in the air

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head as i do a hand stand wiggles my hips then rolls off the table onto my feet on
the floor
ratherbe: checks out sweets hot lil ass as she shakes it at me
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Roy pushs him back and spins around him making my top show more of my tummy
D r a z: watches sweet and as she twirls around
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips in circles as my shoulders move with the music letting my hair flip side to side
sweet_rodeo_girl: runs my fingers in Roy;s hair messes it up as i spin over to rather
D r a z: watches the hair flip with the lights adding accents that seem to flash
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles hello ear as my hips thrust up and back
sweet_rodeo_girl: bumps my tummy against rathers winks and turns around so my ass brushs against his belly
an rocks my shoulders with the beat of this song
D r a z: watches the little bottom as she shakes it
ratherbe: savors the sensation as sweet bumps up against me
sweet_rodeo_girl: looks back over my shoulder at Draz blows him a kiss as rather continues to be a good boy
sweet_rodeo_girl: we have a bar Roy if you need a drink
D r a z: catches the kiss and slips it in my kiss box that goes wild to feel sweets kis ,,wild as

the wind

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles spins around letting my top fly up a smy tummy shines from the lights
sweet_rodeo_girl: hello bust
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles twrills around crosses my arms over my chest as my hips thrust side to side and
swings my head with the beat
ratherbe: watches as sweet dances oh so up close and personal with em
AniRoy: Sweety u r my dream girl...I m closing my eyes and assuming ur dance..
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at rather runs my fingertips up his arm across the back of his shoulder and down the
other as i dance around him shaking my tits at him under my top
sweet_rodeo_girl: i am Roy smiles dont get to carried away in your dream
ratherbe: watches as sweets titts jiggle under her top as she passes infron of me
D r a z: sweet is dancing in front of ratherb
AniRoy: oksss..
sweet_rodeo_girl: taps my fingers on your chest smiles and spins around letting you see my hair flow down my
back as i move to the music
sweet_rodeo_girl: wb indy
sweet_rodeo_girl: stops in the center of the room rocks my hips in circles snaps my fingers an rocks my head up
and back
ratherbe: feels sweets fingers tapping on my chest, her lovely hair sawing in time with her

body

AniRoy: uffsss.. beautiful..
sweet_rodeo_girl: walks up to indy smiles and whispers hello dear as ny breasts are inches from his chest
wiggles them to make my top move with my hips
indyjones42: whispers hello sweet lady
sweet_rodeo_girl: licks my lips and slips my hands into my back pockets in my shorts rolls my hips with the
beat as my hair swings side to side
AniRoy: hmm....
sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head kicks my feet up one at a time as my hips move with the beat an squeezes
my ass
D r a z: winks at rodeo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,shes in the mood .....
ratherbe: and in the zone
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Draz flashs my eyes at Him i sure am
AniRoy: yes Draz

D r a z: bops my head to the beat as I watch the little temptress
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around grips my hips and tugs my top up my tummy as i strut to the bar rockin my ass
side to side making my shorts cling to my hips more
ratherbe: watches as sweet dances for the room. her long dark blonce hair sawying side to

side with the beat
D r a z: such a sweet strutt
AniRoy: yeaaaa..

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks back over my shoulder slips my right hand infront of my tummy winks into the mirror
and unbuttons my one and only button as i rock my hips in a circle right then left
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around shakes my head on my shorts guys
AniRoy: amazing beauti..
sweet_rodeo_girl: twrills around and stops till the next song starts
D r a z: grins as rodeo looks in the and then twirls round
D r a z: mirror^
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Draz snaps my fingers and stomps one foot down then the other as i move across
the dance floor to Roy smiles and places one hand on his shoulder rocks my hips up and back as my back bends
back
AniRoy: i m seeinng ur sweet face.. wave of ur tummy and heap... smelling ur hair.. u r

beautiful..
D r a z: admiring the amazing rythmn, and balance and sensuality

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my hair to make it flip across my shoulders as my tummy grinds against his stands up
looks into his eyes as my hand squeezes his shoulder to make sure he behaves
AniRoy: m i behaving in wrong manner sweety??
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips with the beat of the song smiles and sways my head as i dance arms length
away from Roy
ratherbe: sits back as i watch sweet dance for roy
sweet_rodeo_girl: your doing fine so far
AniRoy: thanks sweety..
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at rather rocks my hips in adirty manner making my ass move under my tight shorts
AniRoy: yes.. i can see it... short is so tight for you baby..
ratherbe: catches swet's wink and smiles back at her
sweet_rodeo_girl: tilts my head to the right runs my fingers into your hair tugs and bumps my tummy to yours
as my tongue wets my lips while i wiggle my breasts side to side
D r a z: shes amazing ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, go little bad girl .....go little bad girl
sweet_rodeo_girl: turns waves my arms over my head and rolls my ass right then left making my hair swing
across my back winks at draz and dances back to the middle of the room
D r a z: smiles as catch the cheeky wink .........
AniRoy: how sweet is ur boobs wiggling..
D r a z: look at her go on the dance floor ......keep it going ........
D r a z: hi play
sweet_rodeo_girl: runs my hands through my long hair tugs it and rolls my hips in circles and thrusts them up
and back as if making love to the air
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles hello play
sweet_rodeo_girl: bites my bottom lip as my hips move with the tune rockin side to side pulls my hair more and
lets my hips thrust more than needed
ratherbe: can;t keep my eyes off sweet's sexy lil body as it swaya back and forth to the

music

yes...
Can u go further sweetyy..
D r a z: watches the hips as sweet thrusts and moves her body
AniRoy:
AniRoy:

sweet_rodeo_girl: while i move around the center of the room i slide my right hand down my body cups my
breast squeezes it then slides my hand down to my zipper tugs it down just enought for the top of my pink
panties to be seen
ratherbe: swallows hard trying to get the lump out of my throat
D r a z: smiles at sweet as we all want more
AniRoy: ufssss. it is bracking my heart...
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at draz and rather spins around letting my hair fly and lets my hips move left right and
back as i move
sweet_rodeo_girl: hello kenny
sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my head looks at kenny an moves over in front of him
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles hello dear as my fingers slide down my tummy pinches each of my flaps on my shorts
kennyw_3: hello rodeo

watches as the lights glisten off the strands of sweets long hair, as she twirls
around and around
ratherbe:

sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs them one at a time open showing him the tops of my pink panties as my hips move with
the beat of this song
D r a z: grins watching sweet as her panties are revealed
D r a z: god alminghty look at that body ..........
AniRoy: her penty took my breath away... give me some water..
D r a z: slides the water over to roy
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head back as i open and close my shorts giving the new guest a look at what he
missed
melbgreekboy: watches sweet.... mmmm damn looks like i missed out

AniRoy: ufssss.. it is pink.. like ur lips.....
sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles down at kenny as my hips sway side to side lowers my lips to his ear whispers i hope
your having a good day
sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around shakes my hips and moves away letting him get a good look at my ass as i
move away
melbgreekboy: mmm rodeo is looking good there
D r a z: watches the shakers and jigglers
kennyw_3: smiles at rodeo
sweet_rodeo_girl: waves at mels spins around circles as i move to him swings my head making my hair lightly
slap ech of his cheeks turns my back to him smiles and skips to the bar
sweet_rodeo_girl: i need a drink draz
D r a z: winks at sweet ....on its way

takes half a pineapple, an orange and handfull of cranberries slicing them and
liquidising them .... pouring in to a chilled glass with cubes of ice ... adding just a touch
of lime .. .. slides the glass on a LAB coaster .. your juice sweet rodeo ..smiles and adds a
bendy straw
D r a z:

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty hops up onto a bar stool winks at the men in the room as my ass sways an sips my cool
drink
ratherbe: bravo sweet bravo, that was awesome
sweet_rodeo_girl: ty it was fun
D r a z: smiles ...........totally amazing sweet ...............as usual .....you sexy thing
ratherbe:

definately got me going

